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C’EST MA PLACE! 

GREAT PLACES  
IN CANADA

Communities Celebrate Planning Success Stories

Les communautés saluent les succès en urbanisme
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B
y the time you read this message, 
CIP Council will have received 
the CIP FutureFORWARD Task 
Force recommendations for the 

new governance model of the Institute. 
We thank the Task Force for their 
recommendations to Council, as 
well as all those members who have 
contributed ideas, and expressed their 
interest and concern about the future 
direction of CIP.

Council is dedicated to providing 
its members the best services we can 
offer as the national representative of 
planning. Throughout the past year, we 
have been listening to your comments 
and suggestions for reshaping the new 
CIP. We ask for your continued patience 
in the coming months as we work 
toward establishing a solid foundation 
that can fully support meaningful 
initiatives for our members, both 
nationally and internationally.

While I cannot yet confirm what 
form or mandate the Institute will take 
on through the adoption of our revised 
by-laws in the spring of 2016, I can 
confirm that the new CIP, shaped by 
the commitment and hard work of our 

planners from across the country, will 
be an organization fully devoted to 
championing and fostering the planning 
profession in Canada.

Since taking on the role of President 
of the Institute in June of this year, I 
have quickly come to realise that our 
membership is fully committed to 
CIP, and they have strongly articulated 
their opinions and fervent devotion to 
a national model. I hope that you will 
always demonstrate this passion for 
planning and that we can count on you 
to vote for the new CIP. 

I urge you to stay in touch with us 
and to visit the CIP Reboots web pages 
in January to view CIP’s proposed 
by-laws, and remember to check your 
inbox in February to stay informed on 
these key issues before our upcoming 
vote in March. The most up-to-date 
information about renewing CIP will 
always be available on our website.

Questions and comments can be sent 
to communications@cip-icu.ca. You 
can also follow CIP on Twitter @CIP_
Planning and the CIP FutureFORWARD 
Task Force @CIPTaskforce. ■
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A
u moment où vous lisez ces lignes, le 
Conseil de l’ICU est en possession des 
recommandations du Groupe de travail 
FutureFORWARD de l’ICU en ce qui 

a trait au nouveau modèle de gouvernance 
de l’Institut. Nous tenons à remercier le 
Groupe de travail pour avoir formulé de 
telles recommandations au Conseil, ainsi 
que tous les membres ayant proposé idées 
et suggestions et manifesté leur intérêt 
et préoccupations envers la direction 
qu’entend prendre l’ICU à l’avenir.

Le Conseil se consacre à fournir à ses 
membres les meilleurs services possible 
en tant que représentant national du 
secteur de l’urbanisme. Au cours de la 
dernière année, nous avons recueilli vos 
commentaires et suggestions afin de 
redéfinir l’ICU. Nous vous demandons 
maintenant de faire preuve de patience 
au cours des mois à venir, alors que nous 
nous affairerons à établir des fondations 
solides sur lesquelles s’appuieront 
des initiatives importantes pour nos 
membres, et ce, tant au niveau national 
qu’international.

Si je ne suis pas en mesure à ce jour 
de vous dévoiler la nature ou le mandat 
de l’Institut suite à l’adoption de nos 
règlements révisés au printemps 2016, 
je puis toutefois confirmer qu’un ICU 
redéfini grâce au dévouement et au travail 
de nos urbanistes d’un bout à l’autre du 

pays deviendra une organisation qui se 
consacrera entièrement à la promotion 
et au dynamisme de la profession 
d’urbaniste au Canada.

Suite à mon arrivée en poste à titre 
de présidente de l’Institut en juin 
dernier, j’en suis rapidement venue à la 
conclusion que nos membres appuient 
l’ICU sans réserve et qu’ils n’ont pas 
hésité à manifester leurs opinions et leur 
engagement face à un nouveau modèle 
national. J’espère certes que vous saurez 
toujours faire preuve d’une telle passion 
pour l’urbanisme et que nous pourrons 
compter sur vous lorsque viendra le temps 
de voter en faveur d’un nouvel ICU.

Je vous invite fortement à demeurer 
en contact avec nous et à visiter la page 
web Redémarrage de l’ICU dès janvier 
prochain afin d’y consulter les règlements 
de l’ICU proposés. N’oubliez pas non 
plus de consulter votre boîte de courriel 
en février afin de demeurer informé sur 
ces enjeux d’importance avant la tenue 
du vote en mars. Les renseignements les 
plus à jour sur la relance de l’ICU seront 
toujours publiés sur notre site web.

Vous pouvez faire parvenir 
vos questions et commentaires à 
communications@cip-icu.ca. Suivez-nous 
aussi sur Twitter : pour l’ICU, @CIP_
Planning  et pour le Groupe de travail 
FutureFORWARD, @CIPTaskforce. ■ 

HA ZEL CHRIST Y, MBA , 

MCIP, RPP 

President, Canadian 
Institute of Planners 
/ Présidente Institut 
canadien des urbanistes

FutureFORWARD
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CIP BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING DOCUMENTS 
NOW AVAILABLE TO VIEW FOR CIP MEMBERSHIP
NEW! Log-in to CIP’s Members-only site to view the latest 
meeting Minutes from the CIP Board of Directors. On your 
member console, you can click on the Board Documents 
option to view meeting minutes, upcoming dates and other 
relevant information. Questions and comments can be sent 
to general@cip-icu.ca. 
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CIP NEWS ÉCHOS 
DE L’ICU
LES MEMBRES DE L’ICU PEUVENT 
DÉSORMAIS CONSULTER LES 
DOCUMENTS DE L’ASSEMBLÉE DE 
NOTRE CONSEIL D’ADMINISTRATION
NOUVEAU! Ouvrez une session sur le site web 
de l’ICU accessible aux membres seulement 
afin de consulter le plus récent procès-verbal 
de l’assemblée du conseil d’administration de 
l’ICU. Sur votre page de membre, vous pouvez 
cliquer sur l’onglet Documents du conseil afin de 
consulter le procès-verbal, les dates importantes 
à venir et toute autre information pertinente. 
Vous pouvez faire parvenir vos questions et 
commentaires à general@cip-icu.ca.

CIP AWARDS AND RECOGNITION PROGRAMS: 
SUBMISSIONS ARE OPEN

2016 College of Fellows
Nomination deadline is December 31, 2015. Do you know 
someone who has made significant impact in planning 
that you would like to elect to the College of Fellows of the 
Canadian Institute of Planners? To be eligible, the nominee 
must have achieved a high degree of excellence and made 
a nationally significant contribution in at least two of the 
following categories:
1. professional practice 
2. teaching and mentoring planners 
3. planning and community research 
4. community service and leadership in the profession

2016 Awards for Planning Excellence 
Submission deadline is February 25, 2016. The CIP Awards 
for Planning Excellence honour planning projects judged 

PRIX DE L’ICU ET PROGRAMMES DE 
RECONNAISSANCE : DÉBUT DES 
CANDIDATURES

Collège des Fellows 2016
La date limite pour soumettre les candidatures est 
le 31 décembre 2015. Y a-t-il une personne dans 
votre entourage ayant eu un impact significatif sur 
l’urbanisme, que vous souhaiteriez voir nommée 
au Collège des Fellows de l’Institut canadien des 
urbanistes? Pour être admissibles, les candidats 
doivent avoir atteint un haut niveau d’excellence, 
en plus d’avoir apporté une contribution 
significative à l’échelle nationale dans au moins 
deux des catégories suivantes, soit : 
1. Pratique professionnelle 
2. Enseignement et mentorat à l’intention 

d’urbanistes 
3. Urbanisme et recherche communautaire 
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on their excellence, innovation, impact 
on the profession, implementation 
potential, and overall presentation. Your 
submission team must include at least 
one member (MCIP or candidate) in 
good standing of the Institute. 

2016 President’s Award for  
Young Planners
Nomination deadline is March 11, 2016. 
The CIP President’s Award for Young 
Planners recognizes the outstanding 
professional success and achievement 
of a young Canadian planner under the 
age of 35. Recipients of this award are 
chosen by the current President of the 
Institute, with endorsement from CIP 
Council. Eligible candidates must be:
•	 under	35	years	of	age	as	of	

December 31, 2016
•	 members	in	good	standing	of	the	

Institute (Student, Candidate, or Full 
Member) at the date of entry and 
presentation of the award

Planning Student Trust Fund 
Scholarships and the CIP Fellows 
Travel Scholarship
Application deadline is February 17, 
2016. Student members of CIP are 
eligible to apply for the following 
scholarships awarded annually by the 
Planning Student Trust Fund and the 
CIP Fellows Travel Scholarship:
•	 The	CIP	President’s	Scholarship	

of $ 6,000
•	 The	Dillon	Consulting	Limited	

Scholarship of $5,000
•	 The	Wayne	Daniel	Smith	Scholarship	

of $4,500
•	 The	Thomas	Adams	Scholarship	of	

$3,000
•	 CIP	Fellows	Travel	Scholarship	of	

$4,000
Visit the CIP website for more 

information and to view the submission 
criteria. Winners will be recognized 
for their achievements at the national 
conference in 2016.

4. Service communautaire et leadership 
dans la profession 
Prix d’excellence en urbanisme 2016
La date limite pour soumettre les 

candidatures est le 25 février 2016. Les 
Prix d’excellence en urbanisme de l’ICU 
récompensent les projets évalués selon des 
critères d’excellence, d’innovation, d’impact sur 
la profession, de potentiel de mise en œuvre et 
de présentation générale. L’équipe qui soumet 
votre candidature doit comporter au moins un 
membre en règle de l’ICU (MICU ou candidat). 

Prix du président pour les jeunes 
urbanistes 2016 
La date limite pour soumettre les candidatures 
est le 11 mars 2016. Le Prix du président pour 
les jeunes urbanistes de l’ICU a pour but de 
souligner le succès et les accomplissements 
professionnels remarquables d’un jeune 
urbaniste canadien âgé de moins de 35 ans. Les 
récipiendaires sont sélectionnés par le président 
de l’ICU actuellement en poste, avec l’appui 
du Conseil de l’ICU. Pour être admissibles, les 
candidats doivent être :
•	 âgés	de	moins	de	35	ans	au	31	décembre	2016
•	 membres	en	règle	de	l’Institut	(étudiant,	

candidat ou membre à part entière) à la date 
de la soumission et lorsque le prix 
est décerné.

Prix en fidéicommis pour étudiants en 
urbanisme et aménagement et bourse de 
voyage des Fellows de l’ICU 
La date limite pour soumettre les candidatures 
est le 17 février 2016. Les membres étudiants 
de l’ICU sont admissibles à l’une ou l’autre des 
bourses d’études suivantes, remises annuellement 
par le Fonds en fidéicommis pour étudiants en 
urbanisme et la bourse de voyage des Fellows 
de l’ICU :
•	 La	bourse	du	président	de	l’ICU	de	6	000 $
•	 La	bourse	de	Dillon	Consultants	Limited	

de	5	000 $
•	 La	bourse	Wayne	Daniel	Smith	de	4	500 $
•	 La	bourse	Thomas	Adams	de	3	000 $
•	 La	bourse	de	voyage	des	Fellows	de	l’ICU	

de	4	000 $
Visitez le site web de l’ICU pour de plus 

amples renseignements et pour consulter les 
critères d’admissibilité. Les lauréats se verront 
récompensés pour leurs accomplissements lors 
du congrès national de 2016.

GET 
PUBLISHED
IN PLAN
CANADA!

FAITES
PARAITRE
VOTRE
ARITCLE
DANS
PLAN
CANADA!

WWW.CIP-ICU.CA
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2016 CONFERENCE
Invitation to the CIP|OUQ Accent on  
Planning 2016 Conference
In cooperation with the Canadian Institute of 
Planners, the Ordre des urbanistes du Québec is 
inviting planners from across Canada and Quebec 
to meet in Quebec City.  Similar to a number of 
large cities across the world, Quebec City holds 
the enviable distinction of having been declared a 
world heritage site by UNESCO, which considers 
it a treasure of humanity. Be sure not to miss this 
opportunity to enjoy the beauty of a city that has 
achieved a fine balance between heritage and 
modernity, and to explore the three themes described 
below, all of which pose a challenge to humanity on 
lands everywhere.
1. Toward shared responsibility among stakeholders
2. Toward an increasingly “smarter” city
3. Responsible water cycle management for planners 

We look forward to a massive response to our 
call for presentation proposals and a large turnout at 
the conference which, for the first time, will discuss 
the relevance and impact of major cross-border 
and interprovincial projects, as well as important 
national issues.  We believe that CIP has a vital, if 
not essential, contribution to make in these areas of 
activity, each of which holds the promise of a positive 
federating role for our national organization.  It 
remains up to each of us individually to decide!

Co-chairs,
Nathalie Prud’homme, MCIP, OUQ  
and Serge Filion, FCIP, OUQ 

2016 CONFERENCE
Invitation au congrès 2016 de l’ICU|OUQ  
Accent sur l’urbanisme

L’Ordre des urbanistes du Québec, de concert 
avec l’Institut canadien des urbanistes, invite 
l’ensemble des urbanistes du Canada et du 
Québec à la ville de Québec. Un rendez-vous à 
ne pas manquer en raison non seulement de la 
beauté d’une ville qui a su concilier patrimoine 
et modernité, mais aussi et surtout en fonction 
des trois thèmes ci-dessous qui s’adressent à 
des défis qui concernent l’humanité et tous 
les territoires.
1. Pour une responsabilité partagée entre les  

acteurs concernés
2. Pour une ville de plus en plus intelligente
3. La gestion responsable du cycle de l’eau 

en urbanisme
Espérant que vous serez très nombreux à faire 

des propositions de présentation et à participer à 
ces assises qui, pour la première fois, aborderont 
la pertinence et les impacts des grands projets 
transfrontaliers et interprovinciaux comme des 
grands enjeux nationaux. Voilà des secteurs 
d’activités où la participation active de l’ICU 
nous semble primordiale, voire indispensable. 
Voilà bien un rôle fédérateur productif pour notre 
organisation nationale. À nous tous et toutes 
d’en convenir!

Les deux co-présidents,
Nathalie Prud’homme, OUQ, MICU  
et Serge Filion OUQ, FICU

NEW REPRESENTATIVES ON CIP COUNCIL
CIP would like to welcome Scott Tousaw MCIP, RPP 
as the new Director from OPPI.  He was elected by 
Council on September 24, filling the seat vacated by 
Andrea Bourrie MCIP, RPP as she entered her new 
role as President of OPPI. Scott has served as the 
Director of Planning and Development in Huron 
County since 2003, and has worked with Huron 
County for 28 years. Scott’s term ends at the Annual 
General Meeting of the 2016 CIP|OUQ conference.

CIP also would like to extend a warm welcome 
to Jordan Jackson, our new student representative 
(Director) on Council. Jordan was appointed as 
student representative on November 13, 2015 and will 
remain on council until her term ends at the Annual 
General Meeting of the 2016 CIP|OUQ conference. 
Look for her in Learning Curve, CIP’s student op-ed, 
in the spring 2016 issue of Plan Canada.

NOUVELLE REPRÉSENTANTES AU CONSEIL 
DE L’ICU
L’ICU tient à souhaiter la plus cordiale des 
bienvenues à Jordan Jackson, la nouvelle 
représentante des étudiants au Conseil de 
l’organisation. Jordan fut nommée au Conseil le 
13 novembre 2015 et y siégera jusqu’à la fin de 
son mandat lors du congrès CIP|OUQ 2016. Vous 
pourrez apprécier sa plume dans “L’Acquisition du 
Savoir,” la page d’opinions des étudiants membres 
de l’ICU, dans l’édition printemps 2016 de la revue 
Plan Canada. 

L’ICU tient à souhaiter la plus cordiale 
des bienvenues à Jordan Jackson, la nouvelle 
représentante des étudiants au Conseil de 
l’organisation. Jordan fut nommée au Conseil le 
13 novembre 2015 et y siégera jusqu’à la fin de 
son mandat lors du congrès CIP|OUQ 2016. Vous 
pourrez apprécier sa plume dans “L’Acquisition du 
Savoir,” la page d’opinions des étudiants membres 
de l’ICU, dans l’édition printemps 2016 de la revue 
Plan Canada. 
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ert was born July 2, 1930 in Asquith, Saskatchewan. In 1941, his parents 
moved back to England where he was raised in Weymouth Dorset. After 
receiving his BA Honours in Geography from the University of London, 
Bert joined the City of Saskatoon Engineering Department in 1952. 

In 1963, Bert became the City Planner and then Director of Planning and 
Development until 1987, when he became the Director of Special Projects 
until his retirement. He left a strong impact on the form of Saskatoon, 
beginning with his contribution to the City of Saskatoon Development 
Plan, 1966 and carried through his commitment to the City’s land banking 
program and riverbank protection. 

He made a very significant contribution to professional planning in 
Saskatchewan. He was the longstanding Chairman of the Saskatchewan 
Provincial Planning Appeals Board. He was a formidable protagonist 
within the meeting room or Council Chamber, but remained approachable 
and open to his colleagues. Bert was viewed by many as a mentor and 
very fine example of a professional planner in terms of his values and his 
participation in affairs of the Town Planning Institute of Canada since the 
mid-1950s. His professionalism was well known as he demonstrated a vision 
based on planning principles, incisive in his analysis, and relentless in his 
pursuit of sound planning goals. Bert was respected by his planning masters 
and, in turn, demonstrated strategic skills. Based on his vision, integrity, 
leadership, and commitment to excellence, he was one of the giants of 
planning in Saskatchewan.

Over the years, Bert loved collecting stamps; bird hunting with his friends 
and faithful Lab companion as well as bowling and fishing with his sons. 
On his 75th birthday, Bert learned that a street was to be named after him 
in Saskatoon’s Stonebridge neighbourhood recognizing his years of public 
service. As he said, “The bottom line was that I’ve never wanted to have any 
other profession or live anywhere else and I will fight for what I believe in.”

Bert passed away in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan on October 19, 2014 at the 
age of 84. ■

IN MEMORIAM | NOTICE NÉCROLOGIQUE

HERBERT (BERT) WELLMAN FCIP  
(1930–2014)

 

B
ert est né le 2 juillet 1930 à Asquith, en 
Saskatchewan. En 1941, ses parents sont 
retournés en Angleterre, et Bert y a grandi 
dans la ville de Weymouth Dorset. Après 

avoir obtenu son baccalauréat avec honneurs en 
géographie de l’université de Londres, il a joint 
en 1952 les rangs du département de l’ingénierie 
à la Ville de Saskatoon. En 1963, Bert fut promu 
urbaniste puis directeur de l’urbanisme et du 
développement, poste qu’il occupa jusqu’en 1987. 
Il fut alors nommé directeur des projets spéciaux, 
fonctions qu’il a exercées jusqu’à sa retraite. 
Son impact sur la ville de Saskatoon est aussi 
impressionnant qu’important, notamment de par 
sa participation au plan de développement de la 
ville en 1966 et son engagement à protéger les 
berges de la rivière de Saskatoon.

Bert a contribué de façon significative à 
l’urbanisme professionnel à Saskatoon. Il fut 
longtemps président de la Commission d’appel 
provinciale en urbanisme de la Saskatchewan 
. Il intervenait avec passion et ferveur autant 
dans la salle de réunion qu’à la salle du conseil, 
tout en demeurant cordial et facile d’approche 
avec ses collègues. Plusieurs le considéraient 
comme un mentor et la définition même d’un 
excellent urbaniste professionnel, tant de par les 
valeurs qu’il endossait que dans son implication 
dans les dossiers de l’Institut d’urbanisme du 
Canada depuis le milieu des années 50. Son 
grand professionnalisme se constatait entre 
autres dans une approche qui privilégiait une 
vision axée sur les principes de l’urbanisme, 
une analyse en profondeur et le maintien de 
saines pratiques en urbanisme. Bert suscitait 
admiration et respect chez ses pairs et ses 
supérieurs, et ses compétences au niveau 
stratégique étaient évidentes. Grâce à sa vision, 
son intégrité, son leadership et son engagement 
envers l’excellence, il fut sans conteste l’une 
des figures les plus influentes de l’urbanisme 
en Saskatchewan.

Fervent philatéliste, Bert aimait aller à 
la chasse aux oiseaux avec ses amis et son 
fidèle labrador, et aussi aller à la pêche et 
jouer aux quilles avec ses fils. Lors de son 75e 
anniversaire, Bert a appris qu’une rue allait 
porter son nom dans le quartier Stonebridge de 
Saskatoon, afin de souligner ses nombreuses 
années de service à la Ville. Comme il l’a dit lui-
même, « en vérité, je n’ai jamais voulu exercer 
une autre profession ou vivre ailleurs qu’ici, et je 
vais toujours défendre ce en quoi je crois ». 

Bert est décédé à Saskatoon le 19 octobre 
2014. Il était âgé de 84 ans. ■
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NEW MEMBERS / NOUVEAUX MEMBRES
CIP welcomes the following new full members to the Institute:
L’ICU souhaite la bienvenue au sein de l’Institut aux nouveaux membres à part entire suivants:

Jennifer Powley MCIP API
Kristin O’Toole MCIP API
Leon de Vreede MCIP API
Mark Nener MCIP API
Matthew Neville MCIP API
Neil Lovitt MCIP API
Tyson Simms MCIP API
Jordan Gasior RPP, MCIP API
Thomas Maguire MCIP,LPP API
Jillian MacLellan MCIP,LPP API
Jeffry Haggett MCIP,LPP API
Kieran Miller MCIP, RPP API
Jeffrey Robson RPP, MCIP APPI
Kevin Barton RPP, MCIP APPI
Christian Tinney RPP, MCIP APPI
Jeff Quigley RPP, MCIP APPI
Wing Wong RPP, MCIP APPI
Tyson Boylan RPP, MCIP APPI
Lauren Bartlette RPP, MCIP APPI
Bhagyashree Shinde RPP, MCIP APPI
Scott Olson RPP, MCIP APPI
Sarah Stephenson RPP, MCIP APPI
Cindy  Louie  RPP, MCIP APPI
Peter Schryvers RPP, MCIP APPI
Chantal Villecourt RPP, MCIP APPI
Jamie Dugdale RPP, MCIP APPI
Deanne Patsula RPP, MCIP APPI
Asif Kurji RPP, MCIP APPI
Oliver Green RPP, MCIP APPI
Joshua Ross RPP, MCIP APPI
Inonge Aliaga MCIP MPPI
Dhammika Peiris MCIP MPPI
Susan Freig MCIP MPPI
Angela Veilleux MCIP MPPI
Faranak Amirsalari MCIP, RPP OPPI
Jordana Antonelli MCIP, RPP OPPI
Aaron Butler MCIP, RPP OPPI
Morgan Poole MCIP, RPP OPPI
Lindsay Cudmore MCIP, RPP OPPI
Emily Elliott MCIP, RPP OPPI
Danielle Fama MCIP, RPP OPPI
Kristie Ellis MCIP, RPP OPPI
Timothy Hayward MCIP, RPP OPPI
Janice Hogg MCIP, RPP OPPI
Stephanie  Kwast MCIP, RPP OPPI
Benjamin Larson MCIP, RPP OPPI
Susanne MacDonald MCIP, RPP OPPI
Julie Mah MCIP, RPP OPPI
Laura Moebs MCIP, RPP OPPI
Michael Noble MCIP, RPP OPPI
Nick Michael MCIP, RPP OPPI
Shawn Postma MCIP, RPP OPPI
Larry Sarris MCIP, RPP OPPI
Michael Scott MCIP, RPP OPPI
Anita Sott MCIP, RPP OPPI
Jenny Thyagarajah MCIP, RPP OPPI
Duran Wedderburn MCIP, RPP OPPI
Karen Cronier MCIP, RPP OPPI

Megan Gereghty MCIP, RPP OPPI
Andrea Garcia MCIP, RPP OPPI
Cheryl Kelly MCIP, RPP OPPI
Robert Franklin MCIP, RPP OPPI
Larysa Dubicki MCIP, RPP OPPI
Julia Cziraky MCIP, RPP OPPI
Stuart David MCIP, RPP OPPI
Ajay Agarwal MCIP, RPP OPPI
Margherita Bialy MCIP, RPP OPPI
David Brutto MCIP, RPP OPPI
Pietro Carello MCIP, RPP OPPI
Alejandro Cifuentes MCIP, RPP OPPI
Josephine Cusumano MCIP, RPP OPPI
Evelyn Dawes MCIP, RPP OPPI
Maria Doyle MCIP, RPP OPPI
John Grieve MCIP, RPP OPPI
Rachelle Hamelin MCIP, RPP OPPI
Adam Huycke MCIP, RPP OPPI
Abbie Kar MCIP, RPP OPPI
Daryl Keleher MCIP, RPP OPPI
Joanna Kimont MCIP, RPP OPPI
Meghan MacMillan MCIP, RPP OPPI
Charlene Miranda MCIP, RPP OPPI
Erica Pallotta MCIP, RPP OPPI
Patricia Pearsall MCIP, RPP OPPI
Kathryn Randle MCIP, RPP OPPI
Lindsey Savage MCIP, RPP OPPI
Brandon Simon MCIP, RPP OPPI
Aiden Stanley MCIP, RPP OPPI
Graeme Stewart MCIP, RPP OPPI
Rebecca Tannahill MCIP, RPP OPPI
Tracey Webster MCIP, RPP OPPI
Denise Whaley MCIP, RPP OPPI
Michael Witmer MCIP, RPP OPPI
Kenneth Yeoman MCIP, RPP OPPI
Leah Irvine MCIP, RPP PIBC
Sunny (Sukhjinder) Sandher  
 MCIP, RPP PIBC
Sarah Sheridan MCIP, RPP PIBC
Ryan Beaudry MCIP, RPP PIBC
Kristopher Belanger MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jill Collinson MCIP, RPP PIBC
John Hicks MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jason Locke MCIP, RPP PIBC
Tonianne Mynen MCIP, RPP PIBC
Paris Marshall Smith MCIP, RPP PIBC
Emma Taylor MCIP, RPP PIBC
Kaeley Wiseman MCIP, RPP PIBC
Margaret De Grace MCIP, RPP PIBC
Andrew Devlin MCIP, RPP PIBC
Andre Isakov MCIP, RPP PIBC
Renee Jamurat MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jodi MacLean MCIP, RPP PIBC
Lesley-Ann Staats MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jonas Velaniskis MCIP, RPP PIBC
Richard Giele MCIP, RPP PIBC
Ryan Hennessey MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jimmy Ho MCIP, RPP PIBC

Heather Kamitakahara MCIP, RPP PIBC
Carie-Ann Liefke MCIP, RPP PIBC
Wesley Miles MCIP, RPP PIBC
Brian Miller MCIP, RPP PIBC
Marcin Pachcinski MCIP, RPP PIBC
Blaine Russell MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jillian Tamblyn MCIP, RPP PIBC
Adrian Brett MCIP, RPP PIBC
Jonathan Denis-Jacob MCIP, RPP PIBC
Timothy Barton MCIP, RPP PIBC
Matthew Boyd MCIP, RPP PIBC
Graham Daneluz MCIP, RPP PIBC
Patricia De Macedo MCIP, RPP PIBC
Daniella Fergusson MCIP, RPP PIBC
Andrew Gaylor MCIP, RPP PIBC
Shaun Heffernan MCIP, RPP PIBC
Ian Holl MCIP, RPP PIBC
Dianna Hurford MCIP, RPP PIBC
Bradley Jones MCIP, RPP PIBC
Raymond Kan MCIP, RPP PIBC
Doug Merry MCIP, RPP PIBC
Robert Miles MCIP, RPP PIBC
Cameron Owen MCIP, RPP PIBC
Angela Vincent MCIP, RPP PIBC
Kristin Aasen MCIP, RPP PIBC
Corey Newcomb MCIP, RPP PIBC
Sean Tynan MCIP, RPP PIBC
Samantha Mark MCIP, RPP SPPI ■ 
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F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R I A L  B O A R D  C H A I R 
L E  M O T  D E  L A  P R É S I D E N T E  D U  C O M I T É  D E  R É D A C T I O N

N ous vous présentons dans ce numéro d’hiver une rue, un quartier et 
un lieu public que nous estimons « remarquables ». Dans le cadre de 
la cinquième édition du concours Au Canada, c’est ma place!, la rue 
Broadway à Orangeville en Ontario, le quartier West End de Vancouver 

et le parc Stuart de Kelowna en ColombieBritannique se sont mérités les plus 
hautes distinctions. Le mot « remarquable » est un terme général qui englobe 
bon nombre de valeurs et de particularités civiques.

La résilience s’inscrit au nombre des qualités qui rendent remarquables 
des rues, des quartiers et des lieux publics. On traite aussi dans ce numéro de 
cette valeur relativement nouvelle pour les urbanistes.  En tant qu’urbanistes, 
nous évaluons actuellement nos villes et nos collectivités en fonction de 
leur adaptation au changement climatique, à l’évolution démographique, à 
l’incertitude économique, aux besoins en énergie et aux conditions du milieu. 
Ce numéro d’hiver de Plan Canada aborde divers aspects de la résilience de 
nos collectivités, de nos organisations et de nos concitoyens.

On prévoit, pour bon nombre de nos grandes villes, des températures 
plus élevées et des chutes de pluie intenses plus fréquentes. 

Un article du journal The Guardian publié en 2014 sur la mesure de 
la résilience estimait que les villes canadiennes étaient en très bonne 
position. La société Grosvenor, une société immobilière basée à Londres, a 
analysé les données de plus d’une centaine de sources indépendantes pour 
déterminer la vulnérabilité et la capacité d’adaptation de villes aux quatre 
coins de la planète.

L’analyse portait sur la vulnérabilité aux menaces climatiques, à la 
pollution et à la surconsommation attribuable à l’étalement urbain, à la 
consommation énergétique, à l’infrastructure et à la cohésion sociale. La 
capacité d’adaptation était évaluée en fonction d’une valorisation de la 
démocratie, de la participation communautaire, de la transparence, de la 
responsabilisation, des institutions et d’un leadership forts, de la capacité 
d’apprentissage, des mesures de préparation aux catastrophes et de la 
solidité des possibilités de financement.

Nous devons être fiers que Toronto se soit classée au premier rang de 
ce palmarès international, suivie de Vancouver, de Calgary et de plusieurs 
villes des États-Unis. Londres est arrivée au 18e rang, surtout à cause des 
tensions sociales découlant d’un manque de logements abordables. Huit 
des 20 villes les moins bien cotées se trouvent au Brésil, en Russie, en 
Inde et en Chine où la croissance économique et les conditions sociales et 
environnementales sont très difficiles. Une des tendances particulièrement 
inquiétantes est que les villes jugées les moins résilientes sont aussi celles 
où l’on prévoit la plus forte augmentation de population. 

Les villes canadiennes se classent très bien et sont à l’avant-garde 
lorsqu’il s’agit de définir les critères de ce qui fait des villes résilientes, 
prospères et saines.  Il nous revient, à nous les urbanistes, de faire preuve 
de leadership et de proposer des orientations solides pour que nos villes et 
nos collectivités demeurent fortes et résilientes. ■

T
his winter issue features a street, neighbourhood 
and public space that we consider “great.” The fifth 
annual Great Places in Canada contest has awarded 
distinction to Broadway in Orangeville, Ontario, 

Vancouver’s West End, and Stuart Park in Kelowna, 
British Columbia. “Great” is a broad term that recognizes 
many civic attributes and strengths. 

Resiliency is among the qualities that make a street, 
neighbourhood and public space great. This issue 
also looks at this relatively new metric for Planners. 
As Planners, we are now evaluating our cities and 
communities in terms of how well they respond to 
climate change, shifting demographics, economic 
uncertainty, income disparity, energy requirements and 
environmental conditions. This winter issue of Plan 
Canada demonstrates the resiliency of our communities, 
organizations and citizens.

Many of our larger cities are predicted to experience 
warmer temperatures and more frequent intense rainfall 
events. Electricity capacity will be challenged as city 
growth intensifies. City resident health is challenged 
by projected increases in income disparity, a sedentary 
lifestyle, aging infrastructure, intensification and socio-
economic pressures.

The Guardian’s 2014 article on quantifying resiliency put 
Canadian cities in a very favourable position.   Grosvenor, 
a London-based property company, analysed more than 
100 independently sources of data to determine the 
vulnerability and adaptive capacity of cities worldwide.

The analysis measured vulnerability by climate threats, 
pollution and overconsumption due to sprawl, energy 
consumption, infrastructure and community cohesion. 
Adaptive capacity was measured by a high value on 
democracy, community participation, transparency, 
accountability, strong leadership and  institutions, 
learning capacity, disaster planning and strong financing. 

We can be proud that Toronto topped the international 
list, followed by Vancouver and Calgary and closely 
followed by several U.S. cities. London ranked 18th, 
due mostly to social tensions resulting from a lack of 
affordable housing. Eight of the weakest 20 cities are in 
the countries of Brazil, Russia, India and China, where 
economic growth, social and environmental conditions 
are most challenging. One particularly disturbing trend is 
that some of the least resilient cities on the list are also the 
ones where the population is expected to grow fastest.

Canadian cities are blessed and are leaders in defin-
ing resilient, prosperous and healthy cities. We as 
planners, need to show leadership and strong guidance 
to ensure our cities and communities remain resilient 
and strong.  ■

BY/PAR BARBARA 

MYERS , BA , MCP, 

M ICU, UPC

RESILIENCY – A NEW METRIC FOR GREAT PLACES

LA RÉSILIENCE 
– UNE NOUVELLE VALEUR 
DES ENDROITS REMARQUABLES 
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Three places in Canada have earned a new 
designation this year in the 5th installment of the 
Great Places in Canada contest. Hosted by CIP, 
the contest seeks nominations from communities 

who want to share their favourite street, neighbourhood 
or public space with the rest of the country, and vie for the 
title of Great Place in that category. 

There were 29 nominations and the jury had the 
challenging job of determining the winners from such a 
stellar and diverse pool of nominations. “The nominations 
were stronger than ever this year,” says Hazel Christy, 
President of CIP, “and the support the nominees received 
from their respective communities was tremendous. This 
program really showcases the amazing work done by 
professional planners and how that work can transform.”

Ultimately, the jury made their choice, and the winners 
were announced on November 4 as part of CIP’s celebration 
of World Town Planning Day 2015.
>  Great Street: Broadway – Orangeville, Ontario
>  Great Neighbourhood: West End – Vancouver, 

British Columbia
>  Great Public Space: Stuart Park – Kelowna, 

British Columbia
There was also a first-ever Honourable Mention given in 

2015 under the Great Public Space category which went to 
Grizzly Plaza, in Revelstoke, BC.

Each of the newly designated Great Places receives 
a stainless steel plaque to mount at the location. The 
nominators of these winning places also receive a personal 
prize package consisting of a $500 travel voucher from 
VIA Rail, a loyal sponsor of the contest, a shoulder bag 
from MEC, and a one-year subscription to Plan Canada.CIP 
truly appreciates the generosity and support of the Great 
Places in Canada sponsors for 2015.  Much gratitude to VIA 
Rail Canada and Roots Canada for providing the prizes 
for the nominators of the winning places.  Thank you, 
Communities in Bloom, for your support in promoting 
the contest through-out and to Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities for spreading the contest buzz as well.

T rois lieux canadiens ont obtenu une toute nouvelle 
désignation cette année, dans le cadre de la 5e édition 
du concours Au Canada, c’est ma place! Organisé par 
l’ICU, le concours sollicite les candidatures soumises par 

les collectivités souhaitant faire connaître leur rue, quartier ou lieu 
public auprès des Canadiens, tout en espérant les voir obtenir le 
titre de remarquable lieu dans leur catégorie. 

Au total, 29 candidatures ont été reçues. Les membres du jury 
ont par la suite eu la difficile tâche de déterminer les lauréats parmi 
un tel choix des plus remarquables. « Le caractère exceptionnel 
des candidatures est plus évident que jamais cette année, s’est 
enthousiasmée Hazel Christy, présidente de l’ICU. Aussi, l’appui 
qu’ont obtenu les candidats de la part de leur communauté 
respective fut extraordinaire. Le concours met véritablement en 
valeur l’excellent travail accompli par les urbanistes professionnels, 
et l’impact que peut avoir un tel travail. »

Le jury a finalement arrêté ses choix, et le nom des lauréats fut 
dévoilé le 4 novembre dans le cadre des activités de l’ICU entourant 
la Journée mondiale de l’urbanisme 2015. 
>  Rue remarquable : Broadway –  

Orangeville, Ontario
>  Quartier remarquable : West End –  

Vancouver, C.-B.
>  Lieu public remarquable : Stuart Park –  

Kelowna, C.-B.
Aussi, pour la première fois cette année, une mention honorable 

fut décernée dans la catégorie du  remarquable lieu public, et c’est 
Grizzly Plaza, située à Revelstoke, en Colombie-Britannique, qui 
fut récompensée.

Chaque endroit désigné comme étant le remarquable dans sa 
catégorie s’est vu remettre une plaque commémorative en acier 
inoxydable à apposer sur les lieux. Aussi, ceux et celles ayant soumis 
les lieux gagnants en candidature ont obtenu un prix spécial qui 
incluait	un	chèque-cadeau	de	VIA	Rail	d’une	valeur	de	500	$,	le	titre	
de commanditaire loyal du concours, un sac à bandoulière de MEC 
ainsi qu’un abonnement d’un an à la revue Plan Canada.

L’ICU est reconnaissant pour la générosité et le soutien manifesté 
par les commanditaires de l’édition 2015 du concours Au Canada, 
c’est ma place!et exprime toute sa gratitude à VIA Rail Canada et 
Roots Canada pour avoir fourni les prix aux responsables des mises 
en nomination des lieux primés. Nos remerciements vont aussi à 
Collectivités en fleurs pour le soutien promotionnel tout au long du 
concours, ainsi qu’à la Fédération canadienne des municipalités pour 
avoir aidé à faire connaître le concours. 
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BROADWAY, ORANGEVILLE, ONTARIO
Great Street 2015

To be great, a street must be a destination in its own right. Broadway fits the bill 
as an inviting place at the heart of Orangeville. Historic buildings, contextual 
redevelopment, and attention to the pedestrian experience combine in a unique 
place enjoyed daily by shoppers, workers and visitors alike. Institutional uses 
anchor the street and give it purpose, while restaurants, landscaping, and patios 
enable people to enjoy the space and enliven the street with activity. Festivals and 
events regularly invite people to experience the street, and contribute to Broadway’s 
dynamic character. The jury was impressed by the central role Broadway plays in the 
community, along with the heritage character and streetscape design.
—Ben Petch MCIP, RPP

BROADWAY, ORANGEVILLE 
(ONTARIO)
Rue remarquable 2015

Pour qu’elle se démarque, une rue 
doit à elle seule être une destination. 
Broadway y réussit en étant un 
lieu accueillant au cœur même 
d’Orangeville. Les immeubles 
historiques, le réaménagement 
respectueux du contexte et l’attention 
accordée à l’expérience piétonne se 
conjuguent pour créer un endroit 
unique que fréquentent chaque jour 
des gens qui font leurs courses, qui se 
rendent au travail ou qui visitent le 
quartier. Les espaces institutionnels 
lui confèrent ses assises et sa vocation 
de base, alors que les restaurants, 
l’aménagement paysager et les terrasses 
permettent aux gens de profiter du lieu 
et de l’animer. On y tient régulièrement 
des festivals et des événements qui 
convient le public à faire l’expérience 
de la rue ce qui contribue au caractère 
dynamique de Broadway. Le jury a 
été impressionné par le rôle que joue 
Broadway dans la collectivité, ainsi 
que par son caractère patrimonial et le 
design du paysage de rue.              
 —Ben Petch MICU, UPC
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WEST END, VANCOUVER,  
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Great Neighbourhood 2015 

The West End makes it easy, safe and inviting for residents to walk 
and bike to work, to access thriving local businesses and to explore 
Vancouver’s beaches, trails and Stanley Park. Transit access, 
traffic calming, street furniture, treed promenades, pocket parks 
and public spaces reflect a thoughtful approach to placemaking. 
Home to the city’s LGBTQ community, the West End’s density 
is evenly matched by its diversity of residents, and by a strong 
commitment to creating an inclusive community that prioritizes 
affordable housing.
—Jaspal Marwah MCIP, RPP

WEST END, VANCOUVER  
(COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE)
Quartier remarquable 2015

Le West End permet de façon sûre, facile et invitante à ses 
résidants de marcher ou d’utiliser leur vélo pour se rendre 
au travail, de magasiner dans ses commerces locaux et de 
découvrir les plages et sentiers de Vancouver et le parc 
Stanley. Il est accessible en transport en commun, on y a mis 
en place des mesures d’apaisement de la circulation, installé 
du mobilier urbain, aménagé des promenades bordées 
d’arbres, de petits parcs et des espaces publics avec un souci 
d’aménagement d’ensemble pour le lieu. Lieu de prédilection 
de la collectivité LGBTQ, la densité démographique du 
West End s’accommode de la diversité de ses résidants et se 
distingue par un ferme engagement à créer une collectivité 
inclusive au sein de laquelle le logement abordable est une 
priorité.
—Jaspal Marwah, MICU, RPP
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STUART PARK, KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Great Public Space 2015

Stuart Park bridges the re-emergence of Kelowna’s 
downtown within the incredible natural setting of the 
Okanagan Valley. Energized by a civic plaza, the park 
comes alive at all seasons. Summer performances on the 
plaza are memorable, while free winter-time ice-skating 
under the clear Okanagan skies invites people in the 
winter months. Recent enhancements to Stuart Park 
make it a year round destination and the cultural and 
civic heart of Kelowna. Ultimately, the jury was won over 
by the multiple strengths of the park – its everyday use, 
community focus, unique reflection of local character and 
natural environment, accessibility for multi-generational 
activities, and the significant role it already plays as a 
Great Place in Kelowna.
—Ben Petch MCIP, RPP

STUART PARK, KELOWNA (COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE)
Lieu public remarquable 2015

Stuart Park est un point central du centreville revitalisé de 
Kelowna au cœur du paysage naturel de la vallée de l’Okanagan. 
Profitant de l’achalandage sur la place publique, le parc s’anime 
en toutes saisons. L’été, les spectacles en public sont mémorables, 
alors que le patinage en hiver sous le ciel clair de l’Okanagan 
attire les foules. De récentes améliorations apportées au parc 
Stuart en font une destination de choix à longueur d’année et 
le cœur des activités civiques et culturelles de Kelowna. En 
définitive, le jury a été conquis par les nombreux atouts du parc, 
le fait qu’il soit utilisé tous les jours, axé sur la collectivité, qu’il 
soit le reflet du caractère local et situé dans un milieu naturel, 
accessible pour des activités pour tous les groupes d’âge, et aussi 
à cause du rôle important qu’il joue déjà comme lieu remarquable 
à Kelowna.
—Kevin King MICU, UPC

People’s Choice

STUART PARK,

KELOWNA

Prix du Public
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HONOURABLE MENTION – GREAT PUBLIC SPACE 2015
Grizzly Plaza, Revelstoke, British Columbia

Grizzly Plaza is a great public space. Located in the heart of 
Revelstoke’s historic downtown, the plaza was created as part of 
a downtown revitalization project. The community’s farm & craft 
market is held on the plaza as is the Summer Street Festival—
over sixty nights of free music performances. The jury was 
impressed by Grizzly’s welcoming family-friendly environment. 
The pedestrian plaza adorned with public art sets the stage. 
However, it’s the people who patronize the plaza’s quaint shops, 
who socialize with strangers, and who dance in the street (all 
summer long!) who make Grizzly Plaza a great public space.
—Jeff Merrill LPP, RPP

GRIZZLY PLAZA, REVELSTOKE  
(COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE)
Mention honorable – Lieu public remarquable 2015

Grizzly Plaza est un superbe espace public. Située au cœur 
du secteur historique de Revelstoke, la place a été aménagée 
dans le cadre d’un projet de revitalisation du centreville. Le 
marché des fermiers et artisans se tient sur la place publique, 
tout comme le Summer Street Festival où sont présentés plus 
de soixante spectacles de musique gratuits. Le jury a été 
impressionné par l’environnement adapté aux besoins des 
familles. L’espace piétonnier agrémenté d’art public donne 
le ton. Mais ce sont surtout les gens qui fréquentent les 
boutiques pittoresques de la place, qui en profitent pour faire 
des rencontres et qui dansent dans la rue (tout l’été!) qui font 
de Grizzly Plaza un lieu public remarquable.
—Jeff Merrill MICU, LPP
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lso new this year is the acknowledgement of the 
Runners-up for People’s Choice. The voting and 

social media activity flourished this year and 
those running a close second and third were very 

deserving of recognition. 
Nominators of the People’s Choice winners receive prizes 

from contest sponsor, Roots Canada, plus a one-year subscription 
to Plan Canada. All nominees were also entered in a random 
draw for Home Hardware gift certificates.

CIP and Great Places in Canada would like to thank its hard 
working jurors, who pored over each entry and analyzed its 
features and attributes from a planning perspective. The 2015 
jury consisted of Kevin King MCIP, RPP, Ann Kjerulf MCIP, RPP, 
Joe Nethery MCIP, RPP, Jaspal Marwah MCIP, RPP, Jeff Merrill 
MCIP, LPP, Ben Petch MCIP, RPP and Jacob Ritchie MCIP, LPP.

Also, a huge thank you to Linda Allen FCIP, Jacqueline 
East MCIP, Stephen Jewczyk FCIP, Kevin King MCIP, RPP, 
Paula Kotasek-Toth MCIP, RPP, Chantal Laliberté MCIP, OUQ, 

Samantha Murphy MCIP, Adam Pantelimon MCIP, RPP, 
Jacob Ritchie MCIP, LPP, John Steil FCIP, RPP, and Mark 
Seasons FCIP, RPP for volunteering as spokespeople for 
Great Places in Canada. 

PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD

Great Street: Broadway – Orangeville, ON [see page 12]
1st Runner Up: Wolfville’s Main Street – Wolfville, NS 
2nd Runner Up: Pictou Lobster Carnival – Pictou, NS
Great Neighbourhood: Historic Downtown Amherstburg –  
     Amherstburg, ON
1st Runner Up: Quartier Petit Champlain – Quebec, QC
2nd Runner Up: Cobble Beach Golf Resort Community –  
     Kemble, ON
Great Public Space: Labatt Memorial Park – London, ON
1st Runner Up: Lethbridge River Valley – Lethbridge, AB
2nd Runner Up: Stuart Park – Kelowna, BC [see page 14]

PEOPLE’S CHOICE 
AWARD WINNERS

LAURÉATS DES PRIX 
CHOIX DU PUBLIC
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utre nouveauté 
cette année : le fait 
que les candidatures 
qui sont arrivées en seconde et troisième 

place soient aussi reconnues dans la catégorie Choix 
du public. Le nombre de votes et l’enthousiasme sur les 
médias sociaux se sont particulièrement démarqués 
cette année, et les lieux s’étant retrouvés en seconde ou 
troisième place méritaient certes d’être soulignés.

Ceux et celles ayant soumis en candidature les 
lauréats dans la catégorie Choix du public se sont vus 
remettre un prix du commanditaire du concours Roots 
Canada, en plus d’obtenir un abonnement d’un an à la 
revue Plan Canada. Toutes les candidatures se sont aussi 
retrouvées en lice pour le tirage au sort de chèques-
cadeaux de Home Hardware.  

L’ICU et Au Canada, c’est ma place! tiennent à 
remercier les membres du jury pour leur excellent 
travail, eux qui ont minutieusement analysé chaque 
caractéristique et attribut des candidatures selon une 
perspective d’urbanisme. Le jury pour l’édition 2015 du 
concours était composé de Kevin King MICU, UPC, Ann 
Kjerulf MICU, UPC, Joe Nethery MICU, UPC, Jaspal 
Marwah MICU, UPC, Jeff Merrill MICU, UPC, Ben Petch 
MICU, UPC and Jacob Ritchie MICU, UPC.

Nous remercions aussi chaleureusement Linda Allen 
FICU, UPC, Jacqueline East MICU, Stephen Jewczyk 
FICU, Kevin King MICU, UPC, Paula Kotasek-Toth MICU, 
UPC, Chantal Laliberté MICU, OUQ, Samantha Murphy 
MICU, Adam Pantelimon MICU, UPC, Jacob Ritchie 
MICU, UPC, John Steil FICU, UPC et Mark Seasons 
FICU, UPC pour leur implication à titre de porte-parole 
bénévoles du concours Au Canada, c’est ma place!
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PRIX CHOIX DU PUBLIC 

Rue remarquable:  Broadway – Orangeville, Ont. (p. 12)
Premier finaliste: Wolfville’s Main Street – Wolfville, N.-É.
Deuxième finaliste:  Pictou Lobster Carnival – Pictou, N.-É.
Quartier remarquable:  Historic Downtown Amherstburg –  
Amherstburg, Ont.
Premier finaliste:  Quartier Petit Champlain – Quebec, Qc.
Deuxième finaliste:  Cobble Beach Golf Resort Community – Kemble, Ont.
Lieu public remarquable:  Labatt Memorial Park – London, Ont.
Premier finaliste:  Lethbridge River Valley – Lethbridge, Alb. 
Deuxième finaliste:  Stuart Park – Kelowna, C.-B. (p. 14) ■ 
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NATION 
BUILDER

BY A.J. DIAMOND, MCIP, RPP



THE PAST

Through the 20th century, the municipality of 
Toronto adroitly made the necessary governance 
and infrastructure changes to manage growth and 
facilitate its operation. To begin with, there was a city 
council with a single tier of councillors. The wards 
were well defined and included a fairly homogenous 
socio-economic demographic. This led to political 
accountability and clear representation of the values 
of constituents. 

Following that, to accommodate a more 
complex city, a metropolitan two-tier government 
was instituted in 1954. This still allowed the local 
councillor to faithfully represent his or her ward. A 
second metro councillor was added for each ward with 
a focus on factors spanning the metropolitan area: 
transportation, regional planning including highway 
construction and maintenance, waste disposal, 
economic development, and levies and borrowing. 
Note, however, that the city, with foresight, had 
already begun in 1949 to construct a subway system to 
augment the streetcars, buses and private automobiles. 

SUMMARY It is generally understood that most 
Canadians live in urban areas.  However, the social, 
economic, administrative/political and cultural  
importance of cities is less well appreciated. This is 
particularly true of hub cities and their 
economic dynamics. 

Using Toronto in the main as a case study, 
Diamond examines the past, present and future of 
Canadian cities, identifying their critical strengths, 
inhibitors  and potential as the principal drivers of 
national success and wellbeing. Diamond urges 
federal and provincial government policies to take  
account of such potential in the public interest.

RÉSUMÉ Il est généralement admis que la plupart des 
Canadiens vivent dans des zones urbaines. Toutefois, 
l’importance sociale, économique, administrative, politique 
et culturelle des villes est moins appréciée. C’est 
particulièrement le cas des villes carrefours et de leur 
dynamique économique.

Prenant comme principal exemple le cas de Toronto, M. 
Diamond examine l’histoire, le présent et l’avenir des villes 
canadiennes, relevant leurs forces, leurs obstacles et leur 
potentiel comme principaux facteurs de succès et de bien-
être à l’échelle nationale. M. Diamond presse les 
gouvernements fédéral et provinciaux de tenir compte de 
ce potentiel dans l’intérêt des citoyens.
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In the 18th century, Governor Simcoe had laid out a farming 
grid, based upon concessions bounded by roads at about one 
and a quarter mile [approximately two kilometre] intervals. 
As the town grew, the concession roads became the arterial 
streets, the farms’ low-scale residential hinterlands with 
correspondingly narrower streets than those of the arterial 
boundaries. These became the building blocks, or superblocks, 
that formed the urban structure of the city.

Conveniently, the arterial streets of the superblock became 
the carriers of the city’s local transit system: buses, streetcars 
and automobiles. Such a transit system is one suited to frequent 
stops, and could have several stops along the length of each 
superblock. To this was added the much higher carrying 
capacity and city-wide reach of the subway system, with stops 
essentially only at the intersection of the arterial streets, that is, 
at the four corners of adjoining superblocks.

Land use and density followed in lock step—mostly low-
rise residential uses within the superblock; mid-density, with 
mixed uses along the arterial boundaries, accommodating 
local services and convenience retail. High-density developed 
appropriately at the junction of four super blocks, intersections 
with high accessibility. 

This arrangement has several advantageous characteristic: 
by distributing regional or specialized functions at the many 
centres, traffic congestion at one major city centre was avoided; 
the cumulative perimeter of each sub-centre far exceeds that of 
a single centre. Thus each sub-centre could expand without the 
usual destruction of old established residential areas that have 

occurred in many North American cities. It also allowed 
the natural clustering of specialized functions, whether 
mass retail, high-end fashion, financial services or company 
headquarters. These higher density centres were perfectly 
served by the higher carrying capacity of the subway.

To further integrate such a movement network, surface 
transit was geared to supply subway stations, sweeping a 
local area rather than as a cross-town service. A single fare, 
covering many modes of transit, effectively underpinned this 
comprehensive system. The result was a movement system 
with a capacity carefully calibrated and matched to the land 
use and density it served. 

The city was not as wealthy then as it is now. Still, city 
council was unafraid of borrowing funds, as it understood 
that such debt was an investment in building capacity, just as 
good health and education systems build capacity.

Consequently, Toronto was looked to as a model of 
metropolitan government and urban planning. 

THE PRESENT

In the present day, Toronto must be seen in both the 
national and international contexts as a city in global 
competition for investment of both human and financial 
capital. Given the stability of Canadian society, its 
tolerance of multi-culturalism and its highly attractive 
public education and health systems, it is no wonder that 
immigrants seek it out. 
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Cities are the first choice of the immigrant, as they are 
where informal and formal support resides and employment 
opportunities exist. Canadian cities have been enormous 
beneficiaries of immigration. The Greater Toronto Area for 
example, has about 80,000 immigrants a year. Since 1975, most 
of our immigrants come from large cities, and settle in one of 
Canada’s larger cities, mainly Toronto. Many come with big 
city skills related to the contemporary information and design 
economy. This is what makes them such good immigrants and 
future citizens.

Clearly, these are some of the reasons for the current 
prosperity of the city, despite a decline in the manufacturing 
sector. Indeed the growth has been explosive; Toronto now 
ranks fourth in city population in North America after Mexico 
City, New York and Los Angeles.

At the beginning of this new spurt of growth a little more 
than a decade ago, it was becoming clear that the political 
boundary of the city did not coincide with the economic 
contour. It was equally clear that the governance of the city, 
together with its taxing powers, land use and transportation, 
required comprehensive review.

The Premier of Ontario at that time, Bob Rae, set up a 
commission to undertake such a review. This became known as 
the Golden Report, as Anne Golden chaired the meetings and 
directed the research required. While it is clear cities are the 
main engine of national growth, innovation and finance, census 
figures did not exist that measured the performance of the city 
as a unit. The Golden Report overcame that impediment by a 
careful recasting of census data in urban terms.

Previous provincial governments sensitive to the needs of 
Toronto had modified the original metropolitan governance 
structure as the city grew. However, those modifications were 
ones of degree. The Golden Report began to recognize that 
Toronto had grown from a city to a metropolis, and in 1996 
the Greater Toronto Area was on the cusp of becoming a city 
region, encompassing other adjacent cities, from Hamilton to 
Oshawa. In sum, a change of kind, not merely one of degree.

Unfortunately there was a change of government before 
the Golden Commission published its report, findings and 
recommendations. These would have set Toronto on the correct 
course once again to be a model for a city region, as it had been 
for a metropolitan area. The new Harris government, whose 
base of support was suburban and rural, instituted changes in 
contradiction to those of the report. It downloaded $3 billion in 
costs to municipalities in general, including child care, transit 
operating, housing and public health care costs, which in turn 
contributed to infrastructure decline. With the city’s very 

limited taxing powers—restricted to real estate taxes plus some 
licensing authority and now a small share of the gas tax—the 
city is simply unable to meet all its obligations, let alone plan 
long-term investment in new hard and soft infrastructure. The 
notion that so-called efficiencies at city hall could provide the 
necessary magnitude of funding is risibly vacuous.

While the private sector has prospered since then, despite 
the ups and downs of the business cycle, the public sector has 
declined precipitously. The maintenance of existing public 
housing lags significantly, as does investment in transit. High-
density development gets approval without a foundation 
of appropriately sized utilities and transit; and there are no 
adequate parks and other amenities that contribute to the 
quality of life that is Toronto’s competitive edge in its global 
competition with other cities. The symbiosis that once existed 
between land use, density and transportation, is now largely 
absent. The view of public housing as a strategic public 
enterprise that the city embraced in the 1970s, when Crombie 
Park was established and stimulated the development of the 
entire St Lawrence Market area, has narrowed. 

And, as pointed out in the opening section, the role of the 
subway system so as to reinforce strategically located urban 
development, and co-ordinate that with a well-calibrated transit 
system seems to have been lost. Unlike the courage of earlier 
city councils, which borrowed money to build the subway and 
expand other forms of transit, Toronto over the past decade has 
failed to take the decisions on which its future depends. 

Debt timidity in this instance has incurred a colossal 
opportunity cost. The extent to which investment in transit 
infrastructure has fallen behind is illustrated by the following 
comparisons: London invests $1,112, Berlin $831, New York 
$703 and Toronto only $337 per capita per annum. Worst of all, 
this timidity comes at a time when the cost of borrowing has 
never been so low. 

Part of the impediment to effective decision-making is the 
artificial split assumed between the central city (416 area code) 
and the suburbs (905 area code). Leaders should make it clear, 
as research has proven, that each gains economic benefit from 
the other.1*

There is further dynamic at work. David Hulchanski has 
mapped the socio-economic geography of the city, comparing 
the 1970s with the present demographic distribution of 
Toronto. It reveals a disturbing shift. Where there was once 
proximity between low, middle and high-income groups across 
the city, a sharper segregation has since occurred. The lowest 
income group has expanded and been displaced to the urban 
periphery, where social services and transportation are least 

THE LOWEST INCOME GROUP HAS EXPANDED AND BEEN DISPLACED 
TO THE URBAN PERIPHERY, WHERE SOCIAL SERVICES AND 
TRANSPORTATION ARE LEAST AVAILABLE; THE HIGHEST INCOME 
COHORT HAS INCREASED AND IS CONSOLIDATED PRIMARILY IN THE 
CITY CENTRE; AND THE MIDDLE INCOME HAS SHRUNK AND NOW 
LIES BETWEEN THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST INCOME GROUPS.
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available; the highest income cohort 
has increased and is consolidated 
primarily in the city centre; and the 
middle income has shrunk and now lies 
between the highest and lowest income 
groups. In effect, there are now three 

fairly distinct segregated arcs. This 
only exacerbates a sense of alienation, 
makes entry level employment or low-
skilled jobs inaccessible, and decreases 
mobility for access to social, health or 
employment services for the low and 

middle-income groups. It also renders 
politics more fractious and difficult, 
risking the rise of demagogues. This 
general tendency is also exacerbated by 
the growing income gap in Canada, a 
federal responsibility. Canada’s ranking 
in this regard has declined from 9th to 
19th measured by the Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development.

Future work in this field has been 
made impossible by the cancellation 
of the mandatory long-form census by 
the federal government. Other research, 
environmental and social agencies 
have likewise been curtailed. What is 
perhaps not understood is that this 
is counterproductive in unexpected 
ways: Canada’s economic competitive 
edge is its quality of life. Curtailing 
the measurement of this profoundly 
important characteristic prevents 
the formation of public policies to 
counter negative trends and enhance 
positive ones. 

How we build our cities is a vital 
contributor to nation building. We have 
neglected this issue of built form as an 
essential ingredient to achieving a high 
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quality of life. This powerful tool has 
been largely left in the urban toolbox.

THE FUTURE

Notwithstanding these problems 
and tendencies, Toronto’s reputation as 
a diverse, livable city remains largely 
intact. According to the Conference 
Board of Canada, it has one of the 
wealthiest metropolitan areas in North 
America, and attracts the largest 
number of foreign-born residents of 
24 regions measured. Its volunteer and 
cultural institutions are vibrant, with 
growing public support. 

If Toronto is to utilize these assets 
to its best advantage and build on past 
successes, the following steps need to be 
urgently taken:
1. A governance system, capable of 

managing, organizing and putting 
into effect policies appropriate to a 
city region, needs to be devised.

 A subset of this is to revise the 
voting system, such that a candidate 
or party must get a minimum of 50 
per cent of the vote to take office or 

govern. This system is effectively 
employed in other jurisdictions. With 
this system a true majority elects its 
preferred representative.

2. In order to achieve a whole which is 
greater than the sum of the parts, we 
need to elaborate Ontario’s Growth 
Plan. In particular the plan needs to 
integrate land use and transportation 
in order to achieve the symbiosis 
necessary for sustainable, effective 
high quality growth.

3. A tri-level (federal, provincial and 
representatives of the major city 
regions in Canada) should be 
constituted on how best to coordinate 
urban infrastructure, planning 
and financing.
While it might be understood 

that the success of Canadian cities 
is crucial to the success of Canada, 
what is less well understood is that 
hub cities are a driving force of the 
national economy. When the nine 
hub economically dominant cities in 
Canada (Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, 
Winnipeg, Regina/Saskatoon, Calgary/
Edmonton, Vancouver)2 prosper, 
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so do smaller communities in their 
province or regions.

Ontario is blessed with the 
ingredients of a highly successful city 
region in southern Ontario. What is 
needed is to coordinate these assets to 
greatest effect. If this were accomplished 
there is every reason to assume that the 
Greater Toronto Region (GTR) would be 
able to sustain itself as one of the most 
prosperous and inclusive metropolitan 
areas in the world.  

As Canadian cities go, so goes Canada. ■
* This paper is an outgrowth of the 2014 
Kilbourne Memorial Lecture

A.J. DIAMOND, FCIP, RPP is the founding 

principal of Diamond Schmitt Architects. He 

and his firm have received  numerous national 

and international design and planning awards. 

Among his honours are  Officer of the Order 

of Canada, RAIC Gold Medalist, Jane Jacobs 

Lifetime Achievement Award and Fellow of 

both the RAIC and the CIP.  
N O T E S
1. Conference Board of Canada, Canada’s Hub Cities 

July 2006
2. Defined as those whose economies are greater than 40 

per cent of their province or region.



BY SHANA JOHNSTONE , EAC, BCSLA, candidate member PIBC

SUMMARY How we communicate about earthquake risk is 
critical to community resilience. Translating science-based 
information on the impacts and consequences of a specific 
earthquake scenario in a particular place has the potential to 
empower communities. A communication approach that 
combines modelling and storytelling to engage the public seeks 
to move us beyond fear and apathy to constructive dialogue 
and action. When the Ground Shakes is the District of North 
Vancouver’s plain-language summary of an earthquake risk 
assessment conducted by Natural Resources Canada in the 
municipality. 

RÉSUMÉ La manière dont nous communiquons le risque de 
tremblement de terre est essentielle à la résilience des 
communautés. On peut responsabiliser les communautés en 
traduisant les informations scientifiques sur les impacts d’un 
scénario de séisme spécifique. Une approche de 
communication qui combine la modélisation et la narration 
pour faire participer le public cherche à nous pousser au-delà 
de la peur et de l’apathie pour en arriver au dialogue et à une 
action constructive. When the Ground Shakes est le sommaire 
simplifié d’une évaluation de risque menée par Ressources 
naturelles Canada à North Vancouver.

WHAT DO WE TALK ABOUT 
WHEN WE TALK ABOUT

EARTHQUAKES?
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f you live in the Pacific Northwest and were 
following social media this summer, you 
likely encountered conversations prompted 

by an article in The New Yorker, “The Really 
Big One” by Kathryn Schulz.1

“Did you read that New Yorker article? We’re 
screwed,” said my friends and colleagues, 
many of whom, incidentally, happen to work 
in various planning-related fields. Few who 
saw the article could resist its pull, with the 
subhead, “An earthquake will destroy a sizable 
portion of the coastal Northwest. The question 
is when.” The result? Fear-induced apathy, a 
few to-do lists, and—much more quietly—some 
push-back.
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NATURAL RESOURCES CANADA AND DISTRICT OF NORTH VANCOUVER.

Those in the fields of seismic study and emergency 
management have perhaps been more sensitive than 
most to the tone of the article and the public response 
to it. Seattle-based earthquake experts opened an “Ask 
Me Anything” session on Reddit.com to respond to 
intense public interest.2 As other writers following the 
conversation have noted, three seismologists in the 
region, while affirming that the science presented in 
The New Yorker article was well researched, suggest that the 
article presents the expected damage from an earthquake to 
be broader and more severe than will actually be the case, 
and that there is plenty we can do to prepare. 

STARTING A NEW MUNICIPAL CONVERSATION

Here in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia, 
the district of North Vancouver recently published 

an earthquake risk assessment, with partner Natural 
Resources Canada (NRCan), and an accompanying plain-
language summary to help communicate the findings. 
Both publications lead to and support the District’s new 
Earthquake Ready Action Plan.

The result of three years of study, A Profile of 
Earthquake Risk for the District of North Vancouver is a 
science-based assessment of earthquake risk in the district. 
Led by NRCan’s Public Safety Geoscience Program in 
Vancouver, researchers used parcel-level data in a Canadian 
adaptation of US-based FEMA’s Hazus loss estimation 
methodology. The assessment is the first of its kind for a 
Canadian municipality; it describes the probable impacts 
of a significant earthquake with greater clarity and detail 
than ever before, identifying neighbourhood-specific risk 
factors and damage assessments. The NRCan framework 
also documents a system of target criteria and performance 
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indicators that allow for the assessment of current conditions of 
risk and the effectiveness of investing in mitigation strategies 
through the lenses of building performance, public safety, 
lifeline resilience, and economic security. The intent of the 
earthquake risk assessment was to guide future risk reduction 
and disaster resilience planning activities in the community. 

ON THE SAME PAGE 

Studies are enlightening and action plans are useful, but 
what about stakeholder buy-in? As with all planning initiatives, 
success comes down to community support and a willingness 
to act. Getting there requires dialogue, and it helps if everyone 
is discussing the same thing.

Planning for a defined scenario is a well-established method 
of assessing capabilities for response and recovery in the field 
of emergency management. “We’re communicating the impacts 
for a single earthquake scenario, which allows us all to be on 
the same page and not imagining many different variables,” 
says the district’s public safety manager, Fiona Dercole.

The risk assessment developed by NRCan is based on a 
magnitude 7.3 quake located offshore in the Georgia Strait 
between Vancouver Island and mainland B.C. This isn’t “the big 
one,” but it’s big enough. Researchers made a deliberate choice 
to analyse a plausible earthquake scenario that would be large 
enough to cause significant damage and casualties and also 
be likely to occur in a time horizon useful for planning. The 
scenario earthquake is located in a zone of shallow seismicity 

1

WHEN THE GROUND SHAKES
 

Earthquake risk in the District of North Vancouver  
and what we can do about it

Opportunities for increasing community resilience
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in which there is a 12 per cent likelihood that a damaging 
earthquake will occur within 50 years. 

Although focusing on a specific earthquake scenario, the 
NRCan team also used probabilistic risk assessment methods, 
similar to those developed in support of the national building 
code, to determine who and what are vulnerable to all known 
earthquake hazards in the region. Results of the probabilistic 
risk assessment were helpful in establishing overall context and 
identifying broad strategies to reduce future losses to critical 
assets of concern to the community. 

The focus on parcel- and neighbourhood-level data is what 
allows the risk assessment to unfold with unprecedented 
detail. Modelling a M7.3 shallow earthquake with data inputs 
such as building age and construction, land use, business 
revenue, replacement costs, and socioeconomic vulnerabilities 
has produced a realistic picture of damaging impacts in 
neighbourhoods throughout the district. Modelled impacts are 
localized, specific, and range from minimal to severe on a site 
or neighbourhood basis. 

SEEING YOURSELF IN THE STORY

As the Reddit “AMA” session demonstrated, people want to 
know how an earthquake will affect them, specifically. Over and 
over again, participants asked if they would be safe in their homes 
and what they could do to prepare or escape from the damage. 

Reddit user Dartastic wrote:
I live in a basement apartment. The walls are mostly 

concrete, I believe. What would be the best strategy for me to 
not get crushed if this thing hits Portland soon? Also, how bad 
is it anticipated to effect the east side of Portland?4

Similarly, girlnamedhanna wrote: 
Hi, I live on the Southern Slope of Queen Anne. My sister lives 
on the water in Normandy Park. We are wondering what would 
be the best thing to do when this earthquake hits? Would 
we be safest staying in our respective condo and home? Or 
should we get in our cars and try to drive to the Eastside? I am 
guessing I90 and 520 will be in bad shape. So what would be 
the smartest escape plan? Thanks for any help you can offer.5

Though a full parsing of the Reddit conversation could 
potentially reveal an even more nuanced analysis of what 
makes us tick, a quick read suggests that we become engaged 
in a topic when it affects us personally. Lead NRCan researcher 
Murray Journeay puts it like this: “We have to engage 
emotionally before we can take in information that may be 
threatening. We have to be able to see ourselves in the story—
and want to change the outcome.” Action, therefore, requires 
investment on a personal level. 

It was this realization that prompted Dercole to look for 
a way to communicate the results of the earthquake risk 
assessment that would engage public interest. The study 
had the information that district residents would want to 
know: Is my family at risk? Is my home or business at risk? 
But at roughly 200 pages, the technical study also details the 
assessment framework methodology and the geomorphology 
and seismic activity of the region. It profiles the municipality’s 
buildings, infrastructure, population, and local economy and 

the expected levels of damage to each segment with and 
without structural mitigation, and it explores how the risk 
assessment framework can be used to inform risk reduction 
strategies and make decisions for disaster resilience planning 
in the district and across Canada. 

In other words, there was no shortage of information. The 
challenge was to communicate knowledge about earthquake 
risks in a way that would capture public interest without 
overwhelming readers, engaging them at a personal level 
in order to spark a desire for action. A communications 
piece was needed that would bridge the gap between 
science and emotion.

“Modelling is like storytelling, but with numbers, and it 
can only go so far,” says Journeay. “Modelling an earthquake 
scenario requires some translation in order to hit people at 
an emotional level, which is when they best absorb this kind 
of information.” 

Storytelling through personal (albeit fictional) narratives 
became the hook that would draw district readers in. When 
the Ground Shakes: Earthquake risk in the District of North 
Vancouver and what we can do about it was created to 
summarize the risk assessment in accessible language and 
graphics. More than just a summary, however, this publication 
sought to convince readers that an earthquake in the region 
will affect their loved ones, homes, and livelihoods, but that 
they—and the municipality—can do much to increase their 
resilience and lessen these impacts. It does this through the 
experiences of three characters, all District residents—a retiree, 
a business owner, and a District engineer—allowing readers to 
relate to the characters’ direct experiences of living through a 
major earthquake. 

The use of narrative generally in such a context isn’t new,6 
but When the Ground Shakes presents three personalized 
perspectives that allow the reader deeper insight into what the 
experience of an earthquake could be like for them, hopefully 
provoking an emotional response that will lead to action. 
“Science and numbers have little effect on decision making,” 
says Journeay. “A compelling story affects behaviour better than 
numbers can.” 

The structure for the three-person narrative in When 
the Ground Shakes emerged from the findings of the risk 
assessment. Dercole explains, “When we completed the 
risk assessment we recognized that we had three main 
stakeholder groups that would benefit from some targeted 
communication—District residents, business owners, and 
the municipal organization itself. These were the groups that 
would feel the greatest impacts and could do the most to 
increase community resiliency. We used When the Ground 
Shakes to focus on getting information out to these three 
stakeholder groups.” She adds, “We knew most people wouldn’t 
read the full study.” 

CHOOSING HOW THE STORY UNFOLDS

The risk assessment revealed that some segments of 
the community were more at risk than others. Waterfront 
neighbourhoods, for example, were found to be areas at high 
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risk of liquefaction, and tend to be 
where older commercial and industrial 
structures are located. The structures 
are more susceptible to damage and 
collapse, which means that business 
owners will be one of the community 
stakeholder groups most affected by a 
large earthquake if steps aren’t taken to 
address the situation. 

“With a science-based risk assessment 
in our possession, we can now have open 
conversations between departments 
about planning for risk and resiliency,” 
says Dercole. She points to planning 
and development work and some of 
the findings of the risk assessment 
as an example. “When we consider 
structural upgrades to old buildings, 
there’s a tension between providing 
affordable spaces for new businesses 
and upgrading these older buildings 
for safety because the investment in 
redevelopment tends to drive lease rates 
up,” she says. “We have to work together 

and think creatively because over time 
we want all of our neighbourhoods to 
be more resilient.” 

A key element in managing risk 
and increasing resiliency is investment 
in structural mitigation for vulnerable 
buildings and infrastructure, which 
quickly becomes a conversation about 
how to spend District resources—a 
conversation that should involve 
all stakeholders. To encourage this 
conversation, When the Ground Shakes 
illustrates performance indicators in 
four thematic areas before and after 
investment in structural mitigation. 
It also compares economic and social 
benefits. “It was important to capture 
the cost-benefit analysis of structural 
mitigation in a way that would allow 
readers to review it easily and compare 
benefits across occupancy classes,” says 
Dercole, who was looking for a tool to 
start the conversation with stakeholders 
about risk-reduction opportunities and 
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DISTRICT OF NORTH VANCOUVER.

trade-offs. “Anyone who owns a building 
or a transportation or utility network 
has to be part of the conversation. 
This includes both private and public 
investment.” 

The use of performance indicators 
to measure current conditions against 
a future scenario opened the door to a 
second, alternative narrative in When 
the Ground Shakes. The three fictional 
District residents are exposed to the 
same earthquake event a second time, 
with structural mitigation measures 
and preparedness actions in place, and 
their experiences are strikingly different 
from the first narrative. “We can’t 
prevent an earthquake from happening,” 
says Dercole, “but we can change the 
outcome.” Reducing risk is a story we 
can all get behind. 

There are many actions individuals 
and municipalities can take to limit risk 
and increase community resiliency to the 
impacts of an earthquake. Constructive 
dialogue is critical. Fortunately, we 
can choose to communicate with 
each other in a way that encourages 
conversation, supports decision making, 
and empowers us all. Now that we’re 
talking about the potential impacts and 
consequences of a major earthquake, 
perhaps we can shift the conversation 
to what we can do to prepare, respond, 
and recover. ■

SHANA JOHNSTONE (EAC, BCSLA, 

candidate member PIBC) is the principal 

of Uncover Editorial + Design, an editorial 

studio that works with sustainability-minded 

organizations to communicate their work 

in clear, thoughtful language. Uncover 

produced When the Ground Shakes for the 

District of North Vancouver.
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COMMUNITY CONTEXT

Goderich, a picturesque Ontario community of approximately 7,500 residents is nestled on the eastern 
shores of Lake Huron.1 Like many rural communities, Goderich is aging. The 2011 Census revealed 22.9 
per cent of Goderich’s population was 65 years of age or older, considerably higher than the national 
comparison of 14.8 per cent for this age group.2 With an average population growth rate of -0.6 per cent 
since 2006, well below the Canadian average rate of 5.9 per cent, Goderich shows no signs of reversing 
its aging status in the immediate future.3 

Four years ago on August 21, 2011, an F3 tornado, sustaining winds of 250 to 300 kilometres per 
hour, erupted on the peaceful town. Even though the tornado ended as abruptly as it descended, 
the community emerged to find its downtown core and entire streets in ruins, 40 injured, and one 
citizen dead (Environment Canada, 2011).4 This disaster resulted in hydro, telephone, and natural gas 
disruptions for up to 10 days and a $100 million damage bill to commercial and residential buildings 
and established landscapes.5 

INCORPORATING 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
DURING DISASTERS

BY KATHERINE LAYCOCK, BA, MSC

SUMMARY As natural disasters and extreme 
weather events become more apparent, 
particularly due to risk from climate change 
effects, we need innovative ways to keep 
communities informed. Social media is 
quickly establishing itself as an accessible 
alternative to more traditional post-disaster 
communication methods. The community of 
Goderich provides an ideal case study for 
post-disaster communication in rural 
Canada. Three main lessons emerge from its 
encounter with disaster in 2011: social media 
use is advancing, but with risks; social 
media availability during disasters may be 
limited; and incorporating multiple 
communication methods is important for 
maximum effectiveness. 

RÉSUMÉ Plus les catastrophes naturelles et les 
événements météorologiques extrêmes se manifestent, 
notamment en raison du changement climatique, plus 
nous avons besoin de moyens novateurs pour 
informer les communautés. Les médias sociaux 
s’imposent rapidement comme une alternative 
accessible aux méthodes plus traditionnelles de 
communication post-catastrophe. La communauté de 
Goderich fournit une étude de cas idéale pour la 
communication post-catastrophe dans le Canada 
rural. Trois grandes leçons se dégagent de sa 
rencontre avec la catastrophe en 2011 : l’utilisation 
des médias sociaux progresse, mais avec des risques; 
la disponibilité des médias sociaux lors de 
catastrophes peut être limitée; on doit incorporer 
plusieurs méthodes de communication pour atteindre 
une efficacité maximale.
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BEST PRACTICES

The necessity of communication and participation in planning 
is widely understood6 as is the importance of maintaining 
contact with those affected by extreme events.7 However, 
as society embraces a stronger focus on social media, our 
approach to communication is rapidly shifting away from 
traditional services such as television, radio, and newsprint. 
This trend is often problematic when planning for an aging or 
rural community where residents may lack technical comfort, 
skill, or accessibility. 

In Goderich, communicating emergency plans after the 
tornado strike was critical. With extremely limited operational 
communication lines, conveying information through social 
media and various online outlets, such as Facebook updates 
and pictures, Twitter tweets, online news reports, and the 
town website, became a lifeline for the town. Communication 
delivery through social media noticeably helped administrators 
and volunteers coordinate emergency and rebuilding efforts.

LESSONS LEARNED 

1. Social media, as a means of disaster communication, is 
advancing, but beware 

As catastrophes become more frequent and our global 
community becomes more interconnected, there are many 

cases of disaster communication using social media. This 
occurred with numerous posts and tweets of the devastation 
in Goderich. Post-Typhoon Haiyan in 2013, the Philippines saw 
huge numbers of individuals affected by the disaster, as well as 
concerned outsiders, trying to connect with family and friends 
in the disaster area by reaching out through social media.8 
Responding to growing need, social media services such as 
Twitter and Facebook have made efforts to improve their 
communication methods in relation to disasters. Twitter Alerts 
emerged in 2013 and Facebook Safety Check in 2014 as means 
to encourage disaster communication between affected and 
concerned users.9 

It is interesting to note how communication varies 
depending on who is posting information. Institutions 
mainly use social media to distribute information but, more 
recently, individuals have also engaged in this activity, 
which may lead to the spread of unreliable information.10 

The distinction between factual and sensational sharing is 
an important issue when reviewing social media disaster 
communication. Prudence should be a key consideration for 
those weighing social media as a primary mode of information 
access and distribution during disasters. Although there is 
no documentation of misinformation deliberately occurring 
in Goderich, it is easy to see the potential for misuse and 
misinterpretation as individuals spread information through 
social media. 
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When the Town of Goderich was struck by a severe tornado in August, 2011, social media became a lifeline for information.
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2. Social media availability during disaster may be limited 
Although the Canadian population is aging, we are one 

of the highest internet users globally. In fact, 86 per cent of 
all Canadians use the internet, placing us second worldwide 
for internet use.11 On the other hand, only 56 per cent 
of Canadians have smartphones and only 76 per cent of 
Canadian households have mobile phones; we fall far behind 
the global average for household mobile usage, which sits at 
93 per cent.12 Yet, we manage to rise back up in social media 
use where we enjoy the highest level of connection to social 
media networks with 82 per cent of our population using this 
method of communication.13 

In the case of disaster communication, where a primary 
use of alternate media is to properly target and inform 
individuals, social media may not be most useful for those 
directly affected by disaster since they are often unable to use 
computers or internet at home due to power outages. And for 
those who do have smartphones, social media is no longer 
useful once their battery charge runs out. These issues were 
seen in Goderich; after 10 days without hydro, many people 
were unable to access social media services once their phone’s 
battery ran out of charge. With this in mind, communicating 
online may be more beneficial for those outside the danger 
zone where it can assist information transfer, help monitor 
the safety of individuals affected by the disaster, or provide a 
communication channel for family and friends. 
3. Social media by itself is not enough; don’t forget to 
incorporate multiple information sources

While the potential benefits of using social media in 
disaster communication are clear, it still needs to be combined 
with other, more traditional communication methods, 
particularly since it may be more reliably used by those outside 
the disaster zone than within. We learned from situations 
such as Hurricane Katrina in 2005 how improperly managed 
communication can result in devastating effects.14 Goderich 
certainly avoided this predicament by combining social 
media with town hall meetings, neighbourhood walk-abouts 
(informal walking tours during which individuals voiced 
opinions on restoration and rebuilding direction based on 
what they felt were the most important characteristics of each 
neighbourhood), door-to-door distribution of information 
flyers, and personal information delivery and opportunities 
to field questions.15 Singular reliance on one method of 
communication will probably never be sufficient, even as 

technologies improve. Combining social media with traditional 
and innovative communication approaches will ensure everyone 
involved with or affect by a disaster is helped and kept informed. 

CONCLUSION

Goderich’s devastating tornado of 2011 provides some practical 
lessons for incorporating social media to deal with disaster 
and post-disaster awareness, particularly in an aging, rural 
community. The lessons learned from Goderich’s disaster 
response are relevant for all communities across Canada, 
particularly those experiencing similar aging trends as Goderich 
where residents may be apprehensive of or unfamiliar with non-
traditional methods of communication. ■ 
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IN THE CASE OF DISASTER COMMUNICATION, WHERE A 
PRIMARY USE OF ALTERNATE MEDIA IS TO PROPERLY TARGET 
AND INFORM INDIVIDUALS, SOCIAL MEDIA MAY NOT BE MOST 
USEFUL FOR THOSE DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY DISASTER SINCE 
THEY ARE OFTEN UNABLE TO USE COMPUTERS OR INTERNET 
AT HOME DUE TO POWER OUTAGES. 
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POLICY PERSPECTIVES ON 
FARM PARCEL CREATION  
ON MENNONITE FARMS

THE CART 
BEFORE 

THE HORSE:

BY BRYCE SHARPE AND WAYNE CALDWELL , MCIP, RPP

SUMMARY Large Mennonite families within 
Ontario’s Anabaptist communities are 
considering subdividing their farm 
homesteads into smaller parcels to create 
housing and employment for a future 
generation of farmers who rely on horse-
drawn vehicles for transportation. Family 
size in some communities can average 7 to 
12 children.1 This article examines Mennonite 
adaptation and policy perspectives on small 
acreage farms, adding colour to a discussion 
about differences in cultural value and 
priority between Ontario’s Mennonite 
communities and land-use policy and 
regulation for farm parcel creation. In an 
age where agriculture is big business 
competing in a global marketplace, planning 
policy aims to keep farm parcels large and 
intact (Figure 1). Families who want to create 
legitimate small acreage farms for the next 
generation experience this as a difficulty.2 
Our findings illustrate that planning policy is 
both generally right and specifically wrong. 
The article concludes with a reflection on the 
principle of equal treatment in planning. 

RÉSUMÉ Les grandes familles mennonites des 
communautés anabaptistes de l’Ontario 
envisagent de subdiviser leurs fermes en 
parcelles pour créer des logements et de l’emploi 
pour une nouvelle génération d’agriculteurs 
comptant sur les véhicules hippomobiles. Dans 
certaines communautés, les familles ont une 
moyenne de 7 à 12 enfants.1 Cet article examine 
l’adaptation des Mennonites et les perspectives 
politiques des petites fermes, ajoutant de la 
couleur à une discussion sur les différences de 
valeurs culturelles et de priorités entre les 
communautés mennonites de l’Ontario et la 
réglementation des parcelles agricoles. À une 
époque où l’agriculture est une grosse industrie 
en concurrence dans un marché mondial, la 
politique d’aménagement vise à maintenir des 
parcelles agricoles de grande taille (Figure 1), ce 
qui contrarie les familles qui veulent créer de 
petites fermes pour la prochaine génération.2 Nos 
conclusions montrent que la politique de 
planification est généralement juste, mais 
erronée dans ce cas spécifique. L’article conclut 
par une réflexion sur le principe de l’égalité de 
traitement en matière de planification.
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INTRODUCTION 

Large families within Ontario’s Mennonite communities are considering subdividing farms into smaller parcels to create 
housing and employment opportunities for the next generation who rely on horse-drawn transportation. The situation is aggravated 
by the high price and lack of availability of farmland in southern Ontario where they are presently concentrated. Faced with zoning 
that places limitations on the size of new farm parcels created through the subdivision of existing farms, young families are taking 
extreme measures to bolster housing and employment, including moving out of the province, with inevitable impacts on their close-
knit communities and culture.3,4 Complicating matters are concerns in society about the feasibility and eventual non-farm use of 
small farm parcels. 

Among the rationales behind existing policy, it is generally argued that large parcels are comparably more efficient5 and 
that small parcels can potentially contribute to rural estate lots leading to an incremental loss of farmland.6 This article is about 
differences in cultural value and priority between Ontario’s Mennonite communities and land-use policy and regulation for farm 
parcel creation. It adds colour to a policy dilemma that has received very little attention in published literature. 

METHODOLOGY

Our research documents Mennonite perspectives of the impacts of existing 
land use policy and regulation for farm parcel creation on Mennonite farming 
sustainability and the adaptive strategies that they are taking to adjust to traditional 
agricultural land use policy that favours large farm retention. Our research 
challenges that tenet in the context of Mennonite culture and their beliefs in land 
stewardship. In the fall of 2014, we interviewed 18 small acreage Mennonite farmers 
located in the Townships of Wellesley, Woolwich and Howick in the Region of 
Waterloo and the County of Huron. These rural municipalities have minimum lot 
size requirements of 99, 99 and 74 acres respectively. 
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If we value the cultural and 
economic contribution of 

Anabaptist communities to 
our society, we need to think 

more carefully and holistically 
about the impacts of the land 
use policies we create and the 

regulations we draft.
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Participants represented three Mennonite groups: David 
Martin Mennonites (DMM), Old Order Mennonites (OOM), 
and Orthodox Mennonites of Ontario (OMO). These groups 
maintain a conservative, traditional lifestyle. Some aspects of 
modern technology have been adopted, such as tractors in the 
case of the OOM group and skid steers for manure handling in 
the case of DMM group. We sampled farms with a residence 
and 50 acres or less using the tax assessment rolls stored at 
each of the three township administrative offices. Individuals 
with first-hand knowledge about their communities also 
helped identify farmers who might be willing to participate 
in interviews. To account for the possibility that a single 
farmer might own more than one parcel, the identified farms 
were described as the home-farm, defined as the home parcel 
excluding other acreage owned and/or rented. Participants were 
asked to respond to a series of questions about their home-
farm and acreage, additional acreage owned and/or rented and 
changes to the scale of their farming operation. They were 
also asked about secondary on-farm activities and businesses, 
off-farm employment, and the demand for small farm parcels 
within their respective communities. 

RESULTS

A summary of our results is provided in Table 1. The 
largest cohort in the sample (N=11) was found to be home-farm 
focused. These participants indicated that their home-farm 
financially supports itself and the household without any 
additional acreage farmed. An important division was found to 
exist between participants who were found to be relatively self-
sufficient in a principal farm enterprise and those who relied 
on off-farm inputs and other income streams to compensate 
for acreage farmed. One side of this division is illustrated by 
Farmer 13, a produce grower with 18.5 acres in production on a 
21.5-acre parcel. “The farming operation pays for itself and our 
bills. It’s a financially viable business,” he explained. Although 
he has a sideline business that makes up 10 per cent of the 
family income, he doesn’t view that income as a necessity. The 
flip side is illustrated by Farmer 18, a dairy producer with 35 
acres of tillable land on a 50-acre parcel. Although he grows 
some of the feed for the 80 dairy goats that he and his family 
of eleven milk by hand, he absorbs a cash outlay for feed that 
must be supplied from off-farm. “I would like to have 100 acres 
to do my thing because I could grow all my own hay and feed,” 
he explained. 

It is evident that those participants who were found to be 
home-farm focused do not view farm enlargement as the only 
way to sustain their farms and to be successful. Specialization 

is one alternative strategy and this is illustrated by Farmer 13’s 
produce operation. Diversification is a second strategy. Every 
farmer in this category was found to be involved in an on-farm 
business or extra paid activity spanning a complete range of 
possibilities from a machine shop with annual production of 
upwards of two million automotive parts fabricated on just one 
of several machines, to a harness repair shop with no electricity. 
Nearly all of the participants in this category viewed these extra 
revenue streams as a necessity (N=10). Off-farm employment 
has become increasingly important for full-time farmers.7 
However, a low number of participants who were found to 
be home-farm focused held off-farm employment (N=2). 
These two participants, together with a third, rent acreage 
off their home-farms. Still though, they continue to remain 
engaged in agriculture through poultry production. While it 
is clearly inaccurate to suggest that all Mennonite farmers are 
comparatively less likely to become detached from agriculture, 
even with small acreage, these participants are staying engaged 
and gave no indication that they intend to scale back. 

A second group was found to be acreage-assisted (N=7). 
These participants – each with livestock – indicated that 
their home-farm does not financially support itself and the 
household without additional acreage farmed. An important 
division was found to exist between those participants who 
viewed their additional owned and/or rented acreage as a 
necessity (N=5) and those who did not (N=2). Farmer 9, a dairy 
producer with a home-farm of 46 acres and a milking herd of 
36 to 40 cows, illustrates one side of this division. He views 
the 70 additional acres he owns as a necessity. Without it, he 
was doubtful that he could meet Ontario’s rules governing the 
environmental management of animal waste. He also explained 
that he would need to buy-in feed supplied from off-farm – 
a situation he is currently able to avoid. Farmer 12, a dairy 
producer with a milking herd of 28 dairy cows and a 48-acre 
home-farm, illustrates the flip side. He views his additional 27.9 
acres owned as optional. He indicated that he could do without 
it assuming he could purchase feed. 

Nine participants across the sample confirmed that they 
have children who want to farm. Eight other participants 
have children who are not at an age to have yet decided 
their career path. All participants confirmed that there is no 
accessible farmland in their general areas citing availability 
and affordability as major barriers faced by young people in 
their communities. The situation on two farms is illustrative 
of the demographic pinch being felt in these communities. 
With 21 children and two 50-acre parcels between them, two 
participants explained that they are concerned about how their 
children will find and afford farms of their own. “I’m afraid 
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BENNETT ARGUES, “THE POLICY OF THE STATE TO TREAT 
EVERYONE THE SAME HAS BEEN OPPRESSIVE TO THE OLD ORDER 
AMISH: THEY ARE NOT THE SAME; THEY HAVE VERY DIFFERENT 
NEEDS AND GOALS.”15 
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Home-Farm Focused (N=11)

Key Consideration Home-Farm (i.e. ≤ 50 acres) financially supports itself and the household without any additional  
 acreage farmed. 

Farm Autonomy  Farmer 13 on 21.5 acres is self-sufficient in a specialized farm enterprise. 

  Farmer 18 on 50 acres: reliant on off-farm inputs and diversified income streams to compensate for 
acreage farmed. 

Adaptive Strategies  Specialization (e.g. Farmer 13: produce growing)
  Diversification (e.g. Farmer 18: dairy goats, produce growing, maple syrup, woodshop).

On-Farm Businesses  A necessity for most (N=10).

Scaling-Back?  Off-farm employment (N=2); still farming.

  Rent acreage to others (N=3); still farming.

Acreage-Assisted (N=7)

Key Consideration  Home-Farm (i.e. ≤ 50 acres) does not financially supports itself and the household without any additional 
acreage farmed.

Farm Autonomy  Farmer 9 on 46 acres: additional 70 owned acres are a necessity for crop production and  
manure management.

Participant Perspectives from Across the Sample (N=18)

Farm Accessibility  Affordability and availability of farmland is a barrier faced by youth. 

Policy  Possibility of pairing small parcels with vegetable production and on-farm businesses viewed positively. 

  Concerns about limiting effect of small parcels on livestock production. 

  Concerns about small parcels driving-up the price of farmland. 

  Concerns about the possibility that small parcels might be sold to non-farmers in the future.

that one of these days we’re going to have to pack up and go 
elsewhere…I wish I had a more positive picture for you,” one 
participant explained. 

When asked about existing policy for farm parcel creation 
and how it impacts their community, participants responded 
with mixed feelings. Many viewed the possibility of policy 
for smaller parcels in a positive light if it could be paired with 
rules that would enable intensive vegetable production to be 
combined with an on-farm business. However, participants 
also voiced concerns. Among those concerns was the limiting 
effect of small parcels relative to livestock production (for 
example, too small a land base for crop production and manure 
management as well as concerns about complications with land 
use separation distances), the possibility that smaller parcels 
might drive-up the price of farmland, and the possibility 
that small parcels might eventually be sold to non-farmers 
in the future. 

DISCUSSION 

Our findings illustrate that planning policy is generally right 
in the sense that larger farm parcels can benefit agriculture. 
For example, livestock farmers benefit from large parcels 
for pasture, crop production and manure management.8 
Some participants incur a cash outlay for purchased feed. 
Others absorb an added expense of renting land. These 

operational costs might otherwise be avoided if their home-
farms were larger. Still though, our findings illustrate that 
a number of participants are making a living on parcels 
that would otherwise be disallowed by minimum lot size 
requirements in local planning documents – an indication 
that broad and generalized policy can be specifically wrong. 
This is particularly true of those participants who are in the 
main, farming with horses and horse-drawn equipment and 
practicing a style of mixed farming characterized by Fretz9 as a 
“non-specialized family enterprise.”10 An economist might view 
this style of farming as comparatively less efficient on purely 
economic grounds than the specialized style of farming that 
has become fairly ubiquitous in Ontario’s agri-food sector. This, 
however, misses the point. Financial gain is not the only criteria 
by which success is measured by Mennonites on their farms. 
Less tangible criteria include permanency, industriousness, 
candor, and a deep respect for the land.11 

Our findings point to produce growing as an emergent 
small acreage adaptive strategy, which is predicated on 
intensive cultivation. Pairing small acreage with produce 
growing appears to be a rationale choice given the limitations 
of farming with hand labor and animal traction, the demand 
for labor opportunities among large families, the demand for 
local food, the comparative low profitability of field crops on 
small acreage, and the high cost of land, including taxes and 
rent.12 We heard from participants that small parcels are well 
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suited to produce growing and Farmer 13’s success is a case in 
point: the family makes its living on 18.5 acres of vegetables. As 
other participants across the sample grow produce as a sideline, 
Farmer 13’s situation seems to be an exception. Opportunities 
to pair small acreage with an apparent winning combination 
of produce growing and other on-farm revenue streams appear 
to be stagnated by policy for farm parcel creation that is 
predicated on the type of agricultural use(s) that are common 
in an area. 

Likewise, produce growing on small acreage does not fit 
in well with provincial policy that says that farms must be 
“sufficiently large to maintain flexibility for future changes in 
the type of size of agricultural operations.”13 If support for the 
culture and farming practices of Mennonites is a goal among 
planners, and we feel that it should be, than perhaps it is time 
to be sympathetic of other possibilities. We emphasize this 
point against a backdrop of societal values attached to local 
food and growing concerns about the security of Canada’s 
domestic food supply.14

Our research points to a range of possibilities that might 
make the goal of life on a farm an attainable one for young 
Mennonites who want to have productive farm families of 

their own. The possibilities include consideration of tenants-
in-common properties with two separate homes; so-called 
garden suites; consideration of rural-mixed use/agricultural 
cluster developments on low capability soils paired with 
provisions to enable produce growing and additional on-farm 
revenue streams; utilization of natural severances where 
these opportunities exist; consideration of what might be 
possible with revised policy on existing undersized parcels 
(such as former farm retirement lots); and exploring the role 
that agricultural easements might have in discouraging the 
expectation that small parcels will be used for non-agricultural 
use if they are created. 

CONCLUSION 

The reflection on the need to recognize divergent 
communities’ needs and goals is conceptually important to this 
work. Bennett argues, “The policy of the state to treat everyone 
the same has been oppressive to the Old Order Amish: They 
are not the same; they have very different needs and goals.”15 
The same is true for Mennonite communities who rely on 
horse-drawn vehicles for transportation. While the principle 
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of treating everyone the same in planning promotes equality, it 
does not always translate into equitable outcomes. This approach 
fails to recognize our differences. Large family size, a reliance on 
horses for transportation and/or fieldwork, and a preference for 
on-farm employment are just a few of the factors that distinguish 
this sample of 18 Mennonite farmers. Are we as a society and 
community doing enough to support and sustain the unique 
needs of minority cultures that live and have thrived within our 
midst? What is our role as planners who write policy and land 
use regulation to consider their needs? As our research of small 
acreage Mennonite farms in southwestern Ontario shows, if 
we value the cultural and economic contribution of Anabaptist 
communities to our society, we need to think more carefully and 
holistically about the impacts of the land use policies we create and 
the regulations we draft (Figure 2). Friedman’s process of mutual 
learning is a helpful place to begin exploring the possibilities for 
change.16 In this process, a shared understanding of a situation 
is enabled through thoughtful dialogue between parties with 
different points of few and experience. This process benefits cross-
cultural planning by cultivating new perspectives, awareness and 
transformative outcomes. ■ 
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A traditional approach to agriculture on many of Ontario’s 
Anabaptist farms, demonstrated here by a horse-drawn 
grain binder at harvest time in Huron County, stands in 

sharp contrast to modern production methods. 
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www.cip-icu.cageneral@cip-icu.ca

@CIP_Planning

Fairmont Le Château Frontenac
Québec, Québec

Réseautage et rayonnement
Profitez des occasions uniques de bénévolat et offrez vos connaissances et votre savoir-faire à l’ensemble de la profession en 

       devenant membre d’un de nos comités consultatifs nationaux ou internationaux 
Faites valoir le point de vue canadien sur l’urbanisme en participant à la Journée mondiale de l’urbanisme dont l’ICU est fier 

       partenaire
Nous offrons aussi des occasions de vous associer à des projets menés par des organismes comme l’Institut royal d’architecture 

       du Canada et l’Association des architectes paysagistes du Canada avec qui ont été créés les Prix nationaux de design urbain, sans 
       oublier le partenariat avec Collectivités en fleurs pour la tenue du concours de l’ICU Au Canada, c’est ma place!

Services aux membres et reconnaissances
L’ICU encourage la formation et le perfectionnement des étudiants en urbanisme par l’entremise du Fonds en fidéicommis pour 

       étudiants en urbanisme et en aménagement, et avec la Bourse de voyage des Fellows de l’ICU offerts exclusivement aux membres 
       étudiants de l’ICU

Demeurez au fait des nouvelles dans le domaine de l’urbanisme grâce au bulletin électronique mensuel envoyé aux membres 
       et à d’autres messages ponctuels sur des questions importantes

Profitez de programmes de fidélisation comme pour l’assurance responsabilité civile professionnelle, l’assurance collective 
       automobile et habitation, l’assurance temporaire et l’assurance individuelle contre les accidents, en plus de rabais consentis 
       par VIA Rail

Avancement professionnel
Ayez accès à des affichages d’offres d’emplois et à des demandes de propositions venant de partout au Canada
Faites publier vos articles dans Plan Canada, le principal périodique canadien en urbanisme, partagez vos idées, faites part de 

       vos recherches et de vos réalisations à d’autres urbanistes de partout au pays
Obtenez vos crédits annuels de formation professionnelle continue en participant au congrès nationale de l’ICU
Consultez la section réservée aux membres du site Web de l’ICU pour avoir accès à Plan Canada et au Canadian Planning and 

       Policy Journal, ainsi qu’à la vaste bibliothèque de ressources en ligne dans le site Web

Du 5 au 8 juillet 2016, soyez des nôtres à Québec pour 
« Accent sur l’urbanisme », le congrès national 
de l’ICU organisé de concert avec l’OUQ 
pour prendre part à des conversations
stimulantes et profiter d’occasions d’apprendre 
d’autres urbanistes de partout au pays.       

Les membres de l’ICU peuvent participer à notre programme d’honneurs 
et de reconnaissances, dont le Prix d’excellence en urbanisme, la 

reconnaissance des Fellows, le prix Vision en urbanisme, le Prix du 
président et le Prix du président pour les jeunes urbanistes.

www.accent2016.com

JOURNÉE
MONDIALE DE 
L’URBANISME
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ADMINISTRATION OF  
URBAN HONEY BEES

BY JENNA MOUCK , MCIP, RPP

BEES 
IN THE CITY: 

SUMMARY The plight of the honey bee has been making 
the news around the world. The decline in honey bee 
populations and increased public awareness around food 
security issues has resulted in some governments taking 
action on this important issue. This article briefly explores 
the broader headlines on honey bees and then focuses on 
honey bees in urban settings, identifying what some 
communities have done to enable the honey bee within 
municipal limits and providing guidance for other 
municipalities that may be considering this. The 
educational opportunities associated with urban 
beekeeping may indeed have some impact on the survival 
of the larger honey bee population.

RÉSUMÉ Le sort des abeilles à miel a fait la manchette 
partout dans le monde. Le déclin des populations 
d’abeilles et la sensibilisation accrue du public sur les 
questions de sécurité alimentaire ont amené certains 
gouvernements à prendre des mesures dans cet important 
dossier. Cet article explore brièvement les manchettes sur 
les abeilles et se concentre ensuite sur les abeilles en 
milieu urbain. Il décrit les mesures prises par certaines 
communautés pour mieux accueillir les abeilles et donne 
des conseils aux autres municipalités qui songent à 
emboîter le pas. Les possibilités d’éducation liées à 
l’apiculture urbaine peuvent en effet avoir un impact  
sur la survie de la population d’abeilles en général.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of honey bees is not debated. However, the reason for declining honey bee populations around the world 
is. The result of recent honey bee population devastation is an increased awareness about both the importance of honey 
bees to the pollination of critical world crops and the reason(s) behind the collapse of colonies worldwide. The scientific 
community and commercial beekeepers have presented theories for this newer phenomenon and governments around the 
world have begun to take action to prevent further honey bee decline that is threatening a large number of crop species 
requiring pollination.
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HONEY BEES 101

Honey bees are insects that eat nectar and pollen and 
produce honey. While we won’t get into specific details, we will 
touch on some key facts relevant to this article. Honey bees 
are social insects that live in colonies with a queen bee leading 
the hive and worker bees doing the heavy lifting, including 
bringing nectar and pollen back to the hive and making honey. 
It is the act of feeding on and hauling pollen that results in the 
pollination of plants.

A honey bee visits an estimated 50 to 100 flowers during 
one collection trip and a total of more than 2,000 flowers on 
a good day – and that’s just ONE bee.1 A typical healthy hive 
may contain up to 60,000 honey bees during peak times.2 
Honey bees generally forage within 3 kilometres of their hive, 
but have been shown to forage as far as 12 kilometres; at some 
point, however, the travel distance is no longer efficient.3

Honey bees are critical pollinators – they pollinate 
approximately 70 per cent of crop species that feed 90 per cent 
of the world and are responsible for $30 billion a year in crops.4 
Examples of honey bee pollinated crops include apples, nuts, 
summer fruits (such as blueberries and strawberries), alfalfa, 
guar bean (used in all kinds of products),5 coffee, and cotton.6

RECENT MEDIA ATTENTION

Over the past decade, commercial beekeepers started 
reporting significant losses in hives.7 While it is not known 
exactly what is killing honey bees, the term colony collapse 
disorder has been used to explain the phenomenon that occurs 
when the worker bees disappear, resulting in colony collapse.8 
There are a number of reasons presented in the media to 
explain why honey bees are failing, including loss of habitat 
or loss of flower diversity; parasites, pests, and pathogens; 
long, harsh winters; and use of pesticides on crops.9 However, 

neonicotinoid insecticides (neonics), more specifically, appear 
to be emerging as the root cause for honey bee decline. 
According to a recent CBC News article, Dutch toxicologist 
Henk Tennekes stated, “When neonics are present, bees neglect 
to provide food for eggs and larvae, suffer from a breakdown 
of navigational abilities because of impaired cognition and 
experience lower immunity, making them more susceptible 
to infectious diseases and parasitic opportunists such as 
Varroa mites.”10 

A number of governments around the world are starting to 
recognize the issue and take action at a macro scale, however 
the actions do not appear to be widespread or all inclusive 
of the risks to honey bee populations, which will result in 
continuing honey bee decline. 

BEES IN URBAN SETTINGS

Let’s now separate large-scale commercial honey production 
and declining honey bee populations from bees in urban 
settings. There have been reports of higher honey bee colony 
survival rates in urban settings, in addition to higher honey 
yields.11 This could be due to a number of factors, including 
the lack of pesticide use on plants, closer attention of hobby 
beekeepers than commercial beekeepers, more mild winters in 
sheltered urban settings, shorter honey bee hauling distances, 
and/or greater varieties of plants. 

Many municipalities across the country have taken a 
position on whether bees are allowed within municipal limits. 
Let’s take a look at what some municipalities that allow honey 
bees in municipal limits use as conditions; note that each 
municipality may use a bylaw, regulation or guideline – each 
of these tools has their own advantages and disadvantages but 
the content more so than administration and enforcement is 
the focus of this article. The following concepts were taken 
from a sampling of different Canadian communities, including 
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Burnaby, Vernon, Maple Ridge, North Vancouver, Vancouver, 
New Westminster, Edmonton, and Saskatoon:
•	 Restriction	to	certain	zones	within	the	municipality;	

Restricted on lots within a specified distance of multi-
family dwellings or public spaces; Different restrictions in 
various areas, such as residential, commercial/industrial, 
community gardens, and rooftops.

•	 Restriction	on	the	number	of	hives	–	generally	dependent	
on the lot size; Restriction on the location of hives – 
generally limited to the rear yard.

•	 Specified	minimum	distances	from	the	lot	lines	to	ensure	
adequate space from neighbouring properties; Mandatory 
minimum height of the hives to ensure flight paths are at a 
height that doesn’t interfere with neighbouring properties; 
Mandatory orientation of the hives to ensure flight paths 
are not directly through neighbouring properties; 
Mandatory fence (could be a natural fence, such as a hedge) 
at a specified distance from the hives to ensure bees are 
flying up and away versus through neighbouring 
properties; Mandatory fence or some other deterrent around 
the hives to prevent disturbance by animals, as a 
disturbance may aggravate a hive and cause stings to the 
animal and/or neighbouring properties, or the hives may 
attract animals such as skunks or bears to residential areas.

• Beekeeper responsibility for aggressive bees to prevent 
swarming, as this ensures that bees are being taken care of 
and adverse impacts on neighbouring properties are 
avoided; Requirement for adequate sun exposure and 
airflow for the health of the bees; Requirement for water 
on-site so that the bees aren’t travelling to neighbouring 
properties for pools or other features as a primary water 
supply; Mandatory notification to neighbouring properties 
(not necessarily approval),  ensuring that there is a dialogue 
between neighbours and an awareness in case there are any 
negative impacts that require further intervention; Training 
course requirement prior to establishing hives to ensure that 
beekeepers are following the rules established by the 
municipality and/or as a training opportunity to ensure 
beekeepers are adequately caring for the new bee 
population; Registration requirement, either 
provincially or locally.

•	 Community	awareness	program	on	the	benefits	of	urban	
honey bees and how to minimize any adverse impacts that 
may occur, such as attracting bees during the fall once 
flowers are no longer available.
The only times urban honey bees seem to be making 

the news is with positive news stories, such as educational 
opportunities in communities or hotels/restaurants keeping 
a few hives for an on-site honey supply, or challenges to 
municipal regulations or bylaws with residents advocating 
for permitting bees in urban settings, which was recently 
the case in a number of municipalities, such as the cities of 
Winnipeg and Revelstoke, as examples. The benefits appear to 
far outweigh the risks that honey bees pose in urban settings, if 
managed correctly.

If a municipality is considering allowing bees for the 
first time, there are a few key items to consider, which have 

been summarized from the various municipalities noted 
previously, including:
•	 Areas	–	specific	zones;	proximity	to	certain	zones/areas
•	 Number	of	hives	–	allowable	density;	dependent	on	

size of lot
•	 Lot-specific	restrictions	–	location	on	the	lot;	setbacks;	

height; orientation
•	 Lot-specific	requirements	–	fencing;	water	source;	sun	

exposure; air flow
•	 Beekeeper	management	responsibilities	–	good	beekeeping	

practices; requeening as required
•	 Notifications	–	neighbouring	property	owners
•	 Training	requirements
•	 Registration	–	consideration	of	density	provisions	
•	 Educational/awareness	efforts	for	the	public	–	benefits;	

mitigation measures

CONCLUSION

Can the introduction of urban honey bees help combat the 
rural bee population and contribute to critical crop pollination 
necessary for global food production? The simple answer is no. 
Crops requiring pollination won’t generally be served by urban 
honey bees. However, the educational opportunities presented 
by the introduction of urban honey bees may go a long way 
in terms of awareness of insecticides and the effects on 
commercial beekeeping. It will take the masses to exert political 
pressure on governments and hold chemical companies 
accountable for the development of harmful products. ■ 

JENNA MOUCK, MCIP, RPP, is from rural Manitoba and was part 

of the family apiary growing up. She has an undergraduate degree 

in Environmental Design and a Master of Urban Planning from 

McGill University. Jenna has worked in both the private and public 

sectors across western Canada and specializes in infrastructure 

development and public policy. Jenna can be reached at 

jennamouck@hotmail.com.
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W
hen I appear as an expert planning witness in a court or 
an administrative tribunal, my legal duty is to provide 
the court or tribunal with independent, impartial 
and objective evidence. In essence, my duty is to be 

independent of any party. 

EXPERT DUTY
In Ontario, the Rules of Civil Procedure were amended in 

2008 and came into effect on January 1, 2010. The Rules require 
that “it is the duty of every expert engaged by or on behalf of 
a party to provide evidence in relation to a proceeding under 
these rules.” This duty “prevails over any obligation owed by 
an expert to the party by whom or on whose behalf he or she 
is engaged.” Similar rules apply in other provinces and in the 
federal court.

As an example for a planner, the Ontario Municipal 
Board requires that each expert witness must sign an 
“Acknowledgement of Expert’s Duty” as part of his or her 
evidence report. The expert acknowledges that his or her 
paramount duty is to provide opinion evidence that is “fair, 
objective and non-partisan,” and that the evidence is “related 
only to matters that are within my area of expertise,” and 
to “provide such additional assistance as the Board may 
reasonably require, to determine a matter in issue.”

My professional obligation is found in the Code of 
Professional Conduct enacted by the Ontario Professional 
Planners Institute. The closest “responsibility” of expert duty as 
a Member is found in Clause 2.1, as follows:

members shall provide independent 
professional opinion to clients, employers, the 
public, and tribunals; perform work only within 
their areas of professional competence.

Planners elsewhere in Canada have similar professional 
obligations.

The Code provides an obligation for fairness, objectivity 
and non-partisanship as a Professional Planner when 
dealing with the courts and tribunals. In my mind, the 
“Acknowledgement of Expert’s Duty” doesn’t require the same 
expression of independence.

EXPERT INDEPENDENCE
There has been a legal debate in Nova Scotia where a 

potential expert witness before the court must also be seen 
to be “independent” in order for the court to determine the 

F E L L O W S ’  C O R N E R 
D U  C Ô T É  D E S  F E L L O W S

Q
uand je témoigne en cour comme expert en urbanisme, j’ai 
l’obligation légale de livrer au tribunal des preuves de source 
indépendante, impartiale et objective. Essentiellement, mon 
devoir est d’être libre de tout parti-pris.

OBLIGATIONS DE L’EXPERT
Les Règles de procédure civile de l’Ontario modifiées en 

2008, puis entrées en vigueur le 1er janvier 2010, prescrivent 
qu’il est « du devoir de chaque expert engagé par une partie 
de témoigner franchement ». Ce devoir « a préséance sur 
toute obligation que peut avoir l’expert envers la partie qui l’a 
embauché. Des règles similaires s’appliquent dans les autres 
provinces et au fédéral.

À titre d’exemple impliquant un urbaniste, la Commission 
des affaires municipales de l’Ontario exige que chaque témoin 
expert signe une « reconnaissance de l’obligation de l’expert ». 
L’expert reconnaît que son premier devoir est de livrer une 
opinion « juste, objective et impartiale », que la preuve est 
« liée uniquement aux questions qui sont dans mon domaine 
d’expertise », et qu’il doit « fournir l’aide supplémentaire que la 
Cour peut raisonnablement exiger afin de trancher un litige ».

Mon obligation professionnelle se trouve dans le Code 
de déontologie édicté par l’Institut des planificateurs 
professionnels de l’Ontario. La « responsabilité » la plus 
proche du devoir d’expert se trouve dans l’article 2.1, libellé 
comme suit :

les membres doivent donner un avis professionnel 
indépendant aux clients, aux employeurs, au public 
et aux tribunaux; effectuer des travaux uniquement 
dans leurs domaines de compétence professionnelle.

Les urbanistes des autres provinces ont des obligations 
professionnelles similaires.

Le Code prévoit une obligation d’équité, d’objectivité et 
d’impartialité lorsqu’un urbaniste témoigne en cour. À mon 
sens, la « Reconnaissance du devoir d’expert » ne requiert pas 
la même expression de l’indépendance.

INDÉPENDANCE DE L’EXPERT
Il y a eu un débat en Nouvelle-Écosse où un témoin expert 

doit aussi être perçu comme « indépendant » pour que la 
Cour détermine l’admissibilité de ses preuves. La question 
est de savoir si la preuve d’un témoin expert, embauché par le 
défendeur, doit être exclue si le témoin n’est pas indépendant, 
se trouve en conflit et fait preuve de partialité.

La Cour suprême de la Nouvelle-Écosse a décidé qu’un 
expert comptable particulier n’était pas indépendant et ne 
respectait pas le seuil de recevabilité. La preuve proposée, 
contenue dans un affidavit, a été rejetée par la Cour. La Cour 
d’appel de la Nouvelle-Écosse a décidé que l’indépendance 

AS AN E XPERT,  I  WILL 
EMBR ACE INDEPENDENCE!
BY MARK L .  DORFMAN , FCIP,  RPP.

EN TANT QU’EXPERT, 
JE DOIS RESTER 
INDÉPENDANT!
PAR MARK L .  DORFMAN , F ICU, UPC
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admissibility of her evidence. The issue is whether the evidence 
of an expert witness, retained by the defendant, should be 
excluded as a threshold if she is not independent, is in conflict, 
and is biased.

The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia decided that a particular 
accounting expert was not independent and did not meet the 
threshold of admissibility. The proposed evidence contained 
in an affidavit was struck by the Court. The Nova Scotia 
Court of Appeal decided that independence is not a valid 
threshold test. It overturned the Supreme Court’s order, and 
allowed the appeal. The decision was appealed to the Supreme 
Court of Canada.

Underlying the ongoing legal debate whether an expert 
must meet the test of independence, are the foundational 
tests of the admissibility established by the Supreme Court of 
Canada in R. v. Mohan.

Mohan sets out the following tests as a prerequisite:
Admission of expert evidence depends on the application of 

the following criteria:
 (a) relevance;
 (b) necessity in assisting the trier of fact;
 (c) the absence of any exclusionary rule;
 (d) a properly qualified expert.

Independence is not an explicit Mohan test. The usual test 
for admissibility of expert evidence is whether all of the Mohan 
tests are met. It follows that an expert’s evidence could be 
admissible and yet he or she may not be independent and may 
be biased and partial. The matter of independence is typically 
determined by the weight given to the evidence by the judge or 

adjudicator and the expert’s objectivity and reliability is tested 
through cross-examination.

THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
The Supreme Court of Canada has now given all planners 

and experts clear guidance with regard to the moral and legal 
obligations as an expert. In its decision, dated April 30, 2015, 
the Court dismissed the appeal and implicitly allowed the 
expert’s evidence to be admissible in any following trial. The 
Court stated that the expert must be “able and willing” to carry 
out his or her primary duty to the Court and Tribunal and 
provide fair, objective and non-partisan evidence.

The Court stated that the issue of independence is not 
relevant as a threshold test, unless the expert has financial or 
familial connections with the matter or a party, or the expert 
is an advocate who is unable and unwilling to provide fair, 
objective and nonpartisan evidence. If challenged, the party 
seeking to adduce expert evidence has the onus to demonstrate 
that the expert is independent. 

Morally, as a rule, every professional expert should be 
“able and willing” to acknowledge, in witness statements and 
reports, that we have a duty to assist a Court or Tribunal in 
providing “independent” expert evidence that is fair, objective 
and non-partisan. In practice, this goes beyond the admission 
of the “Acknowledgement of Expert’s Duty” and expresses our 
obligation to be independent. ■

MARK L. DORFMAN, FCIP, RPP, is a practising planner since 1969. He 

lives in and practices from Waterloo, Ontario. dmark@mldpi.ca

n’était pas un test d’admissibilité valide. Elle a annulé 
l’ordonnance de la Cour suprême, et a accepté l’appel. Le 
jugement a été contesté devant la Cour suprême du Canada.

Ce débat repose sur les tests de recevabilité établis par la 
Cour suprême du Canada dans l’affaire R. c. Mohan.

Mohan énonce les tests suivants comme une des 
conditions préalables :

L’admission du témoignage d’expert repose sur 
l’application des critères suivants :
 (a) pertinence;
 (b) nécessité d’aider le juge des faits;
 (c) absence de toute règle d’exclusion;
 (d) expert dûment qualifié.

L’indépendance n’est pas un test explicite selon Mohan. 
Le test habituel pour la recevabilité de la preuve d’expert 
est de savoir si tous les critères du jugement Mohan sont 
respectés. Il en résulte que le témoignage d’un expert pourrait 
être recevable même s’il n’est pas indépendant ou impartial. 
La question de l’indépendance est généralement déterminée 
par le poids accordé à la preuve par le juge ou l’arbitre 
et l’objectivité et la fiabilité de l’expert sont testés par le 
contre-interrogatoire.

LA COUR SUPRÊME DU CANADA
La Cour suprême du Canada vient de donner à tous les 

urbanistes et experts des directives claires en ce qui concerne 

les obligations morales et légales des témoins experts. Dans 
sa décision, datée du 30 avril 2015, la Cour rejette l’appel 
et autorise implicitement le témoignage de l’expert comme 
recevable dans un procès subséquent. La Cour déclare 
que l’expert doit être « capable et désireux » de remplir 
son devoir envers la Cour et le Tribunal et de fournir des 
preuves justes, objectives et impartiales.

La Cour déclare que la question de l’indépendance n’est 
pas pertinente, à moins que l’expert ait des liens financiers 
ou familiaux avec l’une des parties, ou que l’expert soit un 
plaideur incapable et peu désireux de fournir une preuve 
juste, objective et non partisane. En cas de contestation, la 
partie qui cherche à apporter la preuve d’expert a le fardeau 
de démontrer que l’expert est indépendant.

Moralement, en règle générale, tous les experts 
professionnels doivent être « capables et désireux » de 
reconnaître qu’ils ont le devoir d’assister une cour ou un 
tribunal en livrant un témoignage « indépendant » qui soit 
juste, objectif et non partisan. En pratique, cela va au-delà 
l’admission de la « Reconnaissance de l’obligation de 
l’expert » et exprime notre obligation d’être indépendant. ■

MARK L. DORFMAN, FICU, UPC, exerce l’urbanisme et habite à 

Waterloo (Ontario) depuis 1969. dmark@mldpi.ca
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PL ANNING FROM THE EDGE: 
PLANNING AND WASTEWATER OPERATIONS 
BY JOHN SELDON

I
s there a need for planners to 
know the practices, qualifications 
and accreditation of a municipal 
wastewater treatment plant’s 

operators? Further, are the conventional 
measures used for evaluating acceptable 
performance by one of these facilities 
sufficient in this age of increasingly 
complex waste products arriving at 
a wastewater plant? This knowledge 
underpins the information on plant 
performance and capacity that planners 
use when assessing a municipality’s 
development potential. Planners 
may include reviewing historical 
organic and inorganic loadings from a 
community’s Water Resource Recovery 
Facility (WRRF) and whether the 
projected contaminate loadings can be 
assimilated successfully by the plant’s 
receiving stream. In accomplishing 
this, planners may only be considering 
the plant’s historical and projected 
future performance with respect to its 
provincially mandated criteria outlined 
(for Ontario) in its Environmental 
Compliance Approval (ECA). 

In the writer’s opinion, provincially 
regulated wastewater operator 
academic and on-going career training 
requirements are inadequate for 
these biologically based systems. The 
Honourable Dennis R. O’Connor wrote 
in his Report of the Walkerton Inquiry 
(regarding mandatory training for water 
supply) that two Walkerton operators 
“did not take the required amount of 
training, and the training they did take 
did not adequately address drinking 
water safety.”1 The writer asserts that 
the Grade 12 minimum academic 
requirement for hiring wastewater 
operators in Ontario is insufficient 
for preparing operators charged with 
protecting municipal source water. 

Additionally, it is suggested that 
current effluent discharge criteria need 
to be updated to reflect and include 
limits on sophisticated wastewater 
contaminants which conventional 
wastewater infrastructure fails to process 
adequately, if at all. WRRF’s need to 
be upgraded in order to better remove 
conventional contaminates such as 
phosphorus and nitrogen as well as to 
render harmless currently unregulated 
and potentially harmful “exotics”– from 
pharmaceuticals2 and their metabolic 
byproducts to plastic micro beads – 
from being discharged to our common 
receiving streams. 

WRRF design and practice is typically 
a construct from the civil engineering 
world. These complex facilities are the 
last barrier before wastewater enters 
a receiving stream. Their Basis of 
Design (BOD) have long been centered 
around using a microbiologically based 
conventional activated sludge process 
(CAS) developed a hundred years ago in 
Great Britain, turning these facilities into 
“living infrastructure” as distinct from 
water supply plants, bridges and roads. 

Conventional parameters such as 
(carbonaceous) Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand (CBOD5), suspended solids, 
phosphorus and nitrogen are often 
removed efficiently by activated sludge 
treatment, while operating within a 
basic pH close to neutral and then 
disinfecting final effluent. Primary 
settling of incoming waste flows 
captures heavier organics for treatment 
in a microbiological treatment process 
called digestion, which may be either 
anaerobic- or aerobic-based. CAS 
treatment is centered on waste substrate 
being converted into new microbes in 
an aeration cell populated with resident 
microbes transforming carbon-based 

wastes into living organisms. Secondary 
clarification settles, captures and recycles 
the aeration cell’s activated sludge for 
reuse while secondary effluent continues 
to (at times) tertiary filtration and finally 
disinfection prior to being discharged to 
a receiving stream. 

However, much has changed in this 
essential public service and treating 
legacy nutrient parameters is no longer 
adequate for protecting our common 
water supply. Indeed Ings et al. assert 
that “Municipal wastewater effluents 
(MWWEs) represent one of the largest 
point sources of contamination in 
water resources today.”3 Further, they 
state that “potentially hazardous 
chemicals”4 are discharged to source 
water receiving streams via theses 
effluents as existing WRRFs are 
“not designed to completely remove 
chemical contaminants ”5 and identifies 
their sources (in part) as “industrial 
chemicals, pesticides, hormones 
and pharmeceuticals.”6 Echoing this 
concern can be seen in the Grand 
River Conservation Authority’s (GRCA) 
comprehensive Grand River Watershed 
Water Management Plan (2014) in 
referring to “‘contaminants of emerging 
concern’ such as pharmaceutical 
residues”7 and further, “Recent research 
has suggested that the combination of 
many trace contaminates in the central 
region of the watershed contributes 
to the feminization of fish.”8 This 
exotic cocktail of unmandated waste 
products warrants formal environmental 
assessment of these compounds as to 
their effects on both the flora and fauna 
of a receiving stream as well as on the 
human population using these waters as 
a water supply source. 

These contaminates of emerging 
concern and sophisticated techniques 
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for addressing them are very real. 
Water Environment and Technology 
(WE&T) reports on these compounds 
on several 3 occasions. For example, 
in a 2013 article it identified trials on 
the removal of “steroid hormones, 
detergent compounds, and bisphenol 
A” with an adsorbent produced 
with cyclodextrine.9 A 2015 WE&T 
publication suggested that chlorine 
disinfection of wastewater effluent 
can result in chlorine reacting “with 
trace antibiotics in wastewater to form 
new, unknown antibiotics…(which 
can) create more antibiotic-resistant 
microbes in waterways.”10 

Robert Patrick, in his 2008 
Plan Canada (Vol. 48, no. 4) 
article “Planning for Source Water 
Protection,” lists “inventory of 
potential sources of contaminates”11 
as one of four major guidelines for 
source water protection. He goes on 
to state that the first principle of 
five in the multi-barrier approach 
to protecting these water sources is 
“Source water protection.”12 With 
wastewater effluent a potential source 
of conventional and exotic wastes 
discharging to surface waters which 
may be used as a downstream drinking 
water supply, clearly these flows need 
to be included in any inventory and 
doing so ties the engineered WRRFs 

directly to planners addressing source 
water protection. 

Three major changes need to be 
addressed when it comes to protecting 
our water supplies from the human, 
domestic, commercial, institutional and 
industrial wastes that are received by 
our municipal WRRFs: 
1. Work-specific academic study and 

improved ongoing career training 
are essential for operators of these 
facilities compared to what is 
currently required and should be 
mandated accordingly. 

2. Wastewater flow contains a complex 
matrix of wastes, many of which 
pass directly through an activated 
sludge process. These systems need 
to be upgraded to ensure the capture 
or destruction of exotic 
organic compounds. 

3. Planners should be technically 
knowledgeable about the wastewater 
processes within their jurisdictions, 
investigate both legacy and exotic 
contaminates entering source waters 
with respect to the watershed’s 
ecosystem and the acceptability of 
these source waters for human 
consumption, seek active 
cooperation with the design 
engineers who construct them and 
engage with the operators who are 
responsible for their operation. 

Excerpted from a longer article that is 
available from the author. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thanks to Ian Skelton, MCIP 

(Retired), Senior Scholar, University 
of Manitoba, whose helpful advice 
in completing this article was 
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HE ALTHY COMMUNITIES LEGISL ATIVE COMPARISON SURVE Y REPORT: 
A PROVINCIAL POLICY ANALYSIS FOR CREATING  
HEALTHY BUILT ENVIRONMENTS
BY MEREDITH GILBERT, A ICP, MCIP,  RPP ; GEORGE MCKIBBON , RPP, RCIP,  MCIP ;  

AND OLIMPIA PANTELIMON , RPP, MCIP,  MOUQ , MURB , BSC

C I P  C O M M I T T E E  N E W S 
N O U V E L L E S  D E S  C O M I T É S

HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
Legis lat ive Comparison Surve y Repor t

DECEMBER 2013

Prepared by:

A
s part of its work to help planners 
better understand and plan for 
healthy, active communities, 
the Healthy Communities 

Subcommittee (HCSC) of the Canadian 
Institute of Planners (CIP) recently 
undertook a policy review in order 
to identify the regulatory differences, 
opportunities and constraints at the 
provincial level for creating healthy built 
environments. As part HCSC and CIP’s 
involvement in the Healthy Canada 
by Design CLASP Initiative,1 HCSC 
commissioned EcoPlan International 
Inc. to undertake the study in order to 
better distinguish the differences at 
the provincial level on how the varying 
legislative, policy and administrative 
structures affect the ways in which 
planners approach the question of 
creating healthy built environments. The 
Report is also intended to help CIP and 
project partners to:
•	 determine	what research and 

planning tools may be required to 
assist members in their work;

•	 better	understand	how	these	
products can be effectively used by 
members and affiliates; and,

•	 develop	better	administrative	
frameworks and increased 
collaboration between public health 
and planning professionals and their 
communities.
The survey-based study involved 

interviews of CIP members from 
CIP affiliates across Canada as well 
as members of the HCSC. According 
to survey respondents, public policy 
support for healthy community design 
varies widely from province to province. 

Some provinces take a more prescriptive 
approach to policy-making around 
growth management and healthy built 
environments, while others maintain 
flexible legislative environments that 
allow for change, but are not explicitly 
helpful or supportive of building 
healthy communities. While survey 
participants had mixed responses 
toward the effectiveness of a more 
flexible legislative environment—some 
appreciating the flexibility, others 
finding the lack of policy limiting—it 
appears that the areas with the most 
activity in a planning for healthy 
communities are in a context of clear 
and supportive provincial policy. This 
is particularly true, for example, in 
Ontario, where the Provincial Policy 
Statement (PPS) provides some general 
guidelines around land use that can be 
used to support incorporation of healthy 

community design principles into local 
planning documents.  Jurisdictional 
relationships were also identified as 
potentially being more supportive in 
regions where there is a jurisdictional 
overlap between regional planning 
and public health authorities thereby 
facilitating closer communication and 
collaboration among planning and 
health professionals.

The survey results identified the 
following opportunities and constraints 
as dominant themes for planners 
working to elevate, introduce and 
implement healthy community design 
in their jurisdictions.

OPPORTUNITIES
1. A better legislative enabling 

environment: A positive legislative 
enabling environment is a critical 
driver for expanded healthy 
community policy implementation 
and awareness building in Canadian 
cities and towns.

2. Expanded, targeted and easier to 
access resources: A range of 
accessible, well-researched and 
clearly structured Canadian 
resources is required to build 
awareness and facilitate increased 
implementation of healthy 
community principles in planning 
and design.

3. Building linkages and networks: 
Planning and public health 
professionals are key players in 
advancing healthy community 
design, but the networks and 
linkages between them are often 
poor and underdeveloped. 
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4. Ongoing education and advocacy: 
Education and advocacy remains a 
key task for planning and health 
champions—a broad range of 
audiences and stakeholders need to 
be more aware of, and better engaged 
in, the promotion, planning  
and implementation of 
healthier communities.

CONSTRAINTS
1. A nascent planning concern: While 

the pursuit of healthy communities is 
intertwined with better known and 
accepted planning concepts like 
sustainable communities and smart 
growth, healthy communities alone 
is a relatively new concept that is 
sometimes narrowly understood by 
planning professional.

2. A “siloed” pursuit: Departmental 
and sectoral silos results in 
authorities of differing jurisdictions 
working at cross-purposes while in 
some cases working toward the same 
objectives and at other times lacking 
a common language to understand 
each other’s work.

3. Limited budgets: In the context of 
transferring more responsibilities to 
local governments and shrinking 
municipal budgets, broadening the 
traditional scope of municipal 
planning to include concerns that 
might be perceived as ‘new’ or are 
poorly understood can be 
challenging.
The Healthy Communities Legislative 

Comparison Survey Report, completed 
in December 2013, represented 
the culmination of CIP’s five-year 
partnership and involvement with 
the Healthy Canada by Design CLASP 
initiative. Earlier work of CIP’s HCSC 
included the commissioned production 
of a Healthy Communities Practice 
Guide and three fact sheets. These 
documents were produced to help 
planners, public health professionals and 
policy-makers more effectively integrate 
relevant and recent findings from 
scientific research into their work. More 
specifically, they were developed to 
provide Canadian planning practitioners 
and community stakeholders with a 
summary of the most current “made 

in Canada” health-based research on 
healthy communities, and to help them 
discover opportunities and methods for 
collaborating with health professionals 
and stakeholders toward common goals 
for healthy communities. 

The Healthy Communities Practice 
Guide and fact sheets, as well as the 
Healthy Communities Legislative 
Comparison Survey Report, are available 
on the CIP website. HCSC encourages 
planners and health professionals 
to review these materials as a next 
step toward continued education 
and collaboration and in order to 
better understand which legislative 
frameworks can best support the work 
being undertaken to create healthy built 
environments in their communities. 
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N O T E S :

1. The Healthy Canada by Design CLASP Initiative 

involved a partnership of health, planning and 

transportation professionals, academics and non-

governmental organizations that collaborated on 

healthy communities with funding provided by 

Health Canada through the Canadian Partnership 

Against Cancer’s (CPAC) Coalitions Linking Action 

& Science for Prevention (CLASP) program. C
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P L A N N E R S ’  B O O K S H E L F

HOW RE AL ESTATE DEVELOPERS THINK 
By Peter Hendee Brown 
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press; 2015: 336 pages
Reviewed by Carla Stewart, RPP, MCIP, MCAHP

D
epending on your perspective, 
planners are either using all the 
tools at their disposal to get an 
appropriate development approved 

or are standing in the way of profits 
and timely application processing. 
Conversely, developers are either 
engaged and interested in positively 
contributing to the environments 
within which they develop, or are 
standing in the way of good design 
and high quality end products with 
little care for how their development 
will impact the community in which 
they are building. Of these two groups, 
typically it is the developer that is least 
understood, whether it be by a planner 
or by the community, as there tends 
to be a lack of knowledge about what 
a developer is trying to achieve from 
a particular project. Bridging this gap 
between a developer and a planner, or 
the community, is the emphasis of Peter 
Hendee Brown’s book, How Real Estate 
Developers Think. 

How Real Estate Developers Think 
aims at dispelling the negative image 
of developers by providing an in depth 
examination of several developers and 
focusing on what they do, how their 
work connects to their values, how 
they ended up in that profession, and 
how their experiences are wrapped 
in a myriad of daily challenges 
and struggles. The hidden value to 
Brown’s book however, is found in the 
additional details he offers including 
explaining: how innovation is used 
in the development industry; the 
different stages of development and 
what happens along the way; a brief 
history of the evolution of urban areas; 
how developers engage with design 
professionals; and how external forces 
such as market cycles and timing have 
significant impacts and influences on 
development. A specific example of 

this is the inclusion of a “To Do” 
list provided by Pat Prendergast, 
a Portland, Oregon, developer, 
who lists over 32 separate items, 
many taking years to complete 
and involving a multitude of 
professionals, that he must take 
into consideration in order to 
successfully carry a development 
from conception to completion. 
This type of specific and detailed 
information can be very useful 
to planners who may only have 
a peripheral understanding of 
what a developer is required to 
do in order to engage, build and 
successfully complete complex, 
multi-faceted projects. 

Brown’s book is well laid 
out, follows a consistent 
pattern for each chapter, is easy to 
read and avoids using a lot of jargon 
or acronyms, thereby expanding its 
audience beyond just planners to 
anyone interested in finding out more 
about a developer’s perspective. The 
smooth tone of the book also helps 
engage with community groups or 
resident’s associations rather than 
just as a specific insight for planners. 
Brown recognizes the importance in 
sharing this type of information at the 
community level as stakeholders don’t 
have the benefit of constant interaction 
with multiple development companies 
and can therefore learn a lot about the 
perspective of a developer, including: 
what they are required to take into 
consideration when they work on 
projects; how difficult developing can 
be; and how decisions outside their 
realm of control can greatly influence 
the outcome of a project. Brown argues 
that understanding these elements can, 
in turn, help community stakeholders 
to be more sophisticated in their 
dealings with developers, allowing 

them to participate from a knowledge 
perspective rather than from a fear or 
emotionally-reactive perspective. Brown 
asserts that additional knowledge for 
community members helps them engage 
in the process at a more equitable level 
resulting in projects that more closely 
meet the needs of the community 
rather than simply representing a 
‘win’ for the developer. Planners and 
community groups can therefore both 
benefit from reading Brown’s How 
Real Estate Developers Think as a 
way to gain insights into the decision 
making of experienced developers 
and as a way to understand the more 
nuanced and challenging aspects of 
urban development. ■

CARLA STEWART, RPP MCIP MCAHP is 

currently a Senior Policy Planner with the 

City of Surrey as well as an instructor in 

the Applied Planning program at Langara 

College in Vancouver. She may be reached 

at: cstewart@surrey.ca.
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La pratique de l’urbanisme varie selon les 
villes, les villages et les régions du Canada; 

elle revêt une couleur distincte, un 
«Accent» qui la caractérise. Le congrès de 
Québec du 5 au 8 juillet 2016 «Accent sur 

l’urbanisme» offrira aux participants 
l’opportunité de faire valoir leur voix sur les 

grands enjeux sociétaux et des choix 
économiques, technologiques, 

environnementaux et culturels qui 
marquent durablement l’évolution de nos 

territoires.

Le congrès sera également l’occasion de 
s’imprégner de l’Accent de la ville et de la 

région de Québec et d’en découvrir le 
patrimoine naturel et bâti.

From one Canadian city, village or 
region to another, planning practice 

varies, taking on a distinctive colouring 
or acquiring a unique characteristic. 
The July 5 to 8, 2016 conference in 

Quebec City, “Accent on Planning”, will 
offer participants an opportunity to 
share, experience, and learn from 

colleagues, and speak up about major 
societal issues as well as economic, 

technological, environmental and 
cultural choices that influence land 

development in the long term. 

As well, the conference will be an 
opportunity for participants to 

immerse themselves in the Accent of 
Quebec City and the surrounding area, 

and to discover its natural and built 
heritage.

www.accent2016.ca  I  @Accent_2016  I  #Accent2016
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